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FOREWORD

T,he National Center fbr Research in Vocational Edircation is continuing its programmatic
R&D_efforts to develop rnore effective procedures for curriculum planning and design. This report
represents an exploratory study of the feasibility and usefulness of ,five classification schemes in'identifying the transferable characteristics of tasks performed in diverse occupations. This studc/was part of a larger project of research to investigate the nature and curricular implications of oc-curiationat adaptability and transferable skills.

The National Center_Wishes to express its appreciation to title many vocational instructors andThe Ohio State University personnel 01/ho-dave of their time and energy to participate in the data
collection procedure which made this study possible. The,extra effort extended by National Centerprofeisional staff members who partiCipated in the study isalso gratefully recognized.

We particularly wish to espress our thanks to Jerome Moss, Jr., University of Minnesota;
Marcia Freedman, Conservation of Human Resources; and Calvin,W. Tcylor, University of 'Utah,of the project's Panel of Consultants; and to Robert,Stump of the National Institute of Education
for their comments and suggestions during this study.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research in

Vocational, Education
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Need
A .

PROBLEM

Job iobility seems to be a charitcteristic of the1American labor force. A 1972 6ensus Bureau
study (Byrne, 1975) found-that over eleven million people, nearly one out of every seven, had
changed occupations and/or employers in ff single 12-month period. Another study (Sommers &
Eck, 1977) reported that between a quarter and a,third of the work forc4 ehanged occupations in
a -five-year period.

Educators and educational planners are faced with a retponsibility and a real concern, not
only to prepare people to enter and.cope with the woeld of work, but to enablethem to move
effecti'vely among employment opportunities as their individual caredrs unfold. But those "who
are faced with helping students to prepare for jobs and careers have little emfffical and factual
basis on which to base (their) recommendations". (Stump, 19)6).

One of the difflctilties encountered in trying to understand the,nature of and influences uPon
effective. Movement between occupations is a lack of knowledge about the relationships between
occupations. Both manpower economists and industrial psychologists decry the inadequacies of
our preserivmethods of identifying the similarities and differences between jobs, particularly the
skills and knowledges required for the performance of each job. Gordon (1967) cited "a ground
swell of interest in and criticism of the occupational classification currently used by the U.S. Bqraau
of the Cenius (due to) the fundamental lack of relevance of the current sc'heme in supplying-rnekn-_,
ingful data for analytical purposes." Fleishman (1975), in discussing the need for the development
of concepts on the effects of task training on human per forniance in different situations, concluded
that "what has been lacking is a system for classifying such tasks'that woultlead to improved gener-
alizations and predictions about how such factors affect human performalice." Recognition in ,

education of the need kir knowledge Aout the performance and knowledge relationships among
occupations is evidenced in continued efforts te, group jobs into meaningful clusters for curriculum
purposes (Townsend, 1977).

New apprqaches are needed in educatiqn, for guidance ai well as for curriculum purposes, for
identifying elements of similarity aindngocclipations. This is especially important Where such
relationships reflect learned beh)iviors that can be considered to be devejoped wbrk skills.

. Current practice in relating occupations is direCted, in general; toward cltissifying and corn-
s paring jobs as whole Intities. Little or no attention appears giverkto the component tasks that con-

tribute to making up the whole job. Classifying the tasks of two or more occupations as a way of ,
-felating a pair (or- set):of jobs woutd appear to be a potontitilly offecti#e way of disceening.the conw-,
ponents of those relationship; which can be leained in training or education experiences.

Usefulness of Solution

Career education's concern for the breadth of pccuotional applicability of training across
occupations, as well as vocational education:s 6oncern for broader 'applicability of training Within
an occupation, could be,served through improved means of relating occupations. With-silai
Capability, it would be possible to plan better for developing the resources and capacities in indi-
vidual people through education. Thkeventual goal would be to develop the capability to plan and
produoe'curricula, instructional mtiteilals, and teaching methods to accomplish such people-oriented
career development.

7
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- From the in4iidua l viewpoint, interest ultimately would be on increasing awareness of the
)Otest,a1 adaptab,li and usefulness of already developed skills forother occupational perform-

ance situations. We have reasoned the acquired capacities and awareness of transfer opportunities
shouki permit a reduction in tha time required for individuals to qualify to perform in another job.
.the greater the number of behavioral capacities developed for transfer, the broader the.range of
potential transfer opportunities-that betome available.

Among particular ways task classification systems might usefully be applied to practical
problems are such diverse possibilities as:

sok_

1. Empirically establishing a network of job clusters wherein the likely degree and areas of
skill transferability among occupations can be specified.

2. Surveying the,capabilifies of college graduates to identify particular occupations suited
to each type of college major.

3. Establist)ing the construct validity factors by which job applicants can be a'ssessed when
direct job Performance measures are not available or are inappropriate. .t

Gordon (1967) suggests that one of the benefits accruing to employers from improved devel-
opment of job families based on skill content would be qv-adaptability of workers to changes in
technology, along with educational policy to isolate new ibb positions avd, hence, new skills which
alter substitution possibilities. Marks and HoOk (1963) sug9ested.value tel employers in determining
"the structuring of jobs and the movement of personnel so as to make optimal use of previous train-
ing and experience . . . (with jobs) grouped so that personnel movements amorp the jobs within thy
same groups require less cross-training time than movements among jobs in different groups. . . .",t

OBJECT-WE OF IHIS STUD

The study reported here was intended to be a brief7 initial exploration of the feasibility of
classifying occupational tasks as a basis for understanding better the occupational transferability
of job skills. The goal was to see if Such a task classification approach hps merit for further st 11,
and(if so, to sugyest further research and applications that appear meaningful.

It was recognized that a variety of factprs and circumseances can affect labor market supe ly
and demand. %However, the central concern of this study was the relatiohship of work skills in

,

facilitating the occbpational mbbility of workers. The primary, focus ofkthis exploratbry study wasz
upon the practicality and usefylness of several task classification schemes for identifying interjob
relationships based onskill requirements.

_d
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APPROACH

General Procedures

To show general skill relationships among occupations we applied five classification schemes to -;fC0 selected task statements for each of 12 occupations. Ratings,by five reasonably knowledgeable
people were obtained for the tasks of each occupation. A cornparison of the task:ratings was con-ducted to determine the skill components or aspects of tasks that would appear to he similar andcould contribute to transfer capability among an occupation.

Additional exploration was attempted-by obtaining overall job ratings, using each classification
scheme, for a subsample of four of the occupations. This permittecran examinatiOn of the corn-paribility of task-composition versus whole-job bases for identifying the skill components of anoccupation.

One further examination was made with results available from a German study (Hofbauer &
Konig, 1976 In which the strength of relationship between occupations was measured on the basisof worker sMastitutability as judged by supervisors.

The scope of work for this study was intended to capitalize on the project staff's prior work
on job performarice content and the existing file of task inventories available in-their Task Inven-tory Exchange service.

In approaching the subject of occutpationally transferable skills, it seems important to have acdncept of what is intended by the terms "transfer" and "skills." It also is recognized that skills
'may be of different types and levels of specificity. These issues, as well asfrihat elemental com-
ponents of task stateruents are available for classification, are discussed in the f011owing sectiqns:--
as they were perceived for the conduct of this study.

The Concept of Transfer

,

Presumably, transfer of a skill to a different occuPational performance situation Carl be evidenced
by either of,two events:

-1: New tasks pre learned with less time or effort than 'possible without ;he previous learnedability.

2. Previous learned behavior is directly and immediately applicable in a different, task,
whether in the sa,Ie or some other occupation.

The second of these events is merely one possible instance of the-first, Where the learning
time and effort requirement has been reduced to zero.

Transfer of a skill can be experienced when an existing skill must be used in a context or situ-
atiOn different from that in Vihich it was,originally developed or used. One case in which this can
occur is When themorker changes,from one occupation to'quite' a differtnt occupation, but:some of
the same skills aie required. An etjually important o casjon for skill tianster _occurs when an
exiiting skill must be applied in the same job but un fferent circumstances, as might haPpen
when weather or stress conditions change.

4
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10,

The capability for transferring a skill seems to be enhanced when that skill not only has been
learned and developed, -but when that skill also has been applied in multiple corftexts and situations.
Thus, if a skill has been learned in context A, and subsequently applied/and transferred in contexts
B, C, and 0, there shouVi be increased assurance that subsequently it can be applied and transferred
to,context E Singer (1977), in reviewing instructional\Strategies for psychomotor skills, suggests
that "for t,hOse activities that ultimately make varied and often unpredictable demarids,on the
person, ; . . experience in an assortment of environments is. in order." Thus, there needs to be not
only a limit; learning of a skill, but also a learning of the skill for transfer.

The.Concept of Skills

Skills, as understood'here, are not the specific tasks of a job. Rather, they are developed or
learned abilities that are inherent in and required_for task perfdrmance. Reading skill's may thus be
required in many VeCific job tasks. More than.one skill may 6e required for performance of a par-
ticular joh task. It 'is therefore possible for skills tb pertain to different component parts of_a task.

Types of Skills

While their spope and definition are not yet agreed upon, it can be presumed reasonably tht%
transferable skills underlying task performance cap be .at Ieasf of the following geheral types:

1. Work-relater( human attributes; -including 'general vocational and 'cognitive abil?tiés,

2. Generic literacy Skills pertaining to basic communication pond comput6tion.

3.. Technical skill's inyolving complex_manipulative.and pfocess capacities.

These categories of skills are not mutually exclusive,but may repfesent different dimensions
by which a skill ean be characterized. The latter two may in fact be subsets of the'first type.

, s

XffectP./e behaviors generally recognized as.reflecting individual attitudes and Personality traits
may,plso characterize different-styles.of work patterns. 'However, such behaviors were riot con-
sidered to be skills and, no attempt was made in this s,tudy to classify them.

Elements of Tasks

v
Task statements"-can contain or-reflect at .teast four related efements:

1. Information input used by thtworker.-

2. Job-oriented actions performed.

3. ObjeCts that are acted upon.,

4. Contexts in Which the task iS performed.

r

together these four elementiof task statements essentially correspond to the componentele-
ments of Miller's (1971a, 1971c) duty modules within which it is hypothesiled that skill transfer is

10
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maximized.. Milleri's duty modules involve classes of inputs, actions, objects, aniicontexts. It iswithin these duty 11.1 Mules , rethetikm in specific job tasks, khat one would expect to find identifi-able performance counterpavs iridiverse jobs. It thus appears that it is n6t the specific Iask behay-
tor that trjinsfers, but the yass of-behavior-involved in'a task.

Consider, for example, any set of activities that require skiHs in youping or sorting items. We
could.classify such slZips as discriniintiori Aills. We;wol.ild hypothesize that a person who learns todiscriminate

betwr
een two types of objects according to a set of rules on one task shouldbe capable

of transferring that behavior or skill to a new task involving different objitts. The indiykiLlal mightneed to learn the a roprMte rules for discriminating between the new objects, but we would ex-poet the skills of a -flyittig the new rules to transfer direct! thus enabling the individual to obtainprof icion4 iii a short r period of time than on ihe oriqkIl task. We suggest th t the specific task
procedures may not dirictl transfer, buLthediscrir mtion behaviors do transf

The breaktip oflask st tements into four ele nts permits theyse of task clas ification sehethesfor each component,.The as m tion is that if th class of any three of the four eamen1s were un-
changed in a new performance situ On, then, the change-of class for the fourth element.should .he the focus in .assessing the occUtien14-of skilietransfer. kreatest transfer capabilityr should
occ.tir when the clast of all four elementsdoes not change in the new application. ,W`ffaer all i.
elementS ire equal in their' influence upon transfer ca0bility is unknown. Plagever,"it appears .logical to presume that the more task elements that change class, the less,thactRibcitOor transfer_

of component skills.
, .

PROCEDURES

_Task Classification Schemes...

. fo'gr differeht approaches titi task cla,ssification are described by Fleishman (197p. 1129-
1_130) reflecting "four majpr conceptupOases underlying current task description and classifioa 'on.
These approaches are:

1. Behavior description approach, wherein categories ortasks are based upon "what oRera-
.tors actually do while performing a task." These categories typically use terms to represent overt
behaviors such as dial setting, meter reading, and soldering."

I I

,
2_ _Behavior requirements atTproach, which-invoivas '!cataloging tasks-4) terms-ef-the-lypes

of processes required for successful performance." Typical of the functions used to differentiate
among tasks are scanning function, short-term memory, long-tern) memory, decisionanaking, and
problem solving..

.

. .
,

,

.
. .3. Ability requirements approach, wherein tasks are characterized "in terms of the,abilities

that a giyen task requires of the operator." Though.somewhat similar' to the behavior requirements
approach, these abilities "are treated as more basic units than the behavior functions." They are
"relatively enduring attributes of the indiYidual performing the task."

4. Task characteristics approach, which describes tasks in terms of a variety of task-intrins,ic ,

. objective`properties they may Posse§s, including goals, stimuli, procedureS, response characteristics,- and task content. .
.. . , 1

-
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a Five classification schemes Were chosen for tryout inrthis study. One was intended to date-
. 4rize ongeneraltypeAsf skill underlying. task .performan)ce: work-relevant1hUman atiributesirour schees were inienciedto represent three'of the fotx elementslif a.task statement: (a) two -

vilemes were used tO catworize ttfe work udticilis,inyolved in a task; (b) 'one' scliemft Wktor
mat ion inruii, *Id (d) Wos f&i:. the oWecfs acted. u(ion. ' (

- ,
-.

A

For thefourth task element, ccintext of task pprfortnance,, no ready-made clite 'rization
scheme was known to exist. The nature of possible situational variables seems very div se, ranging
from matters of organizational climate to performance pressures and standards. Thus, while no
attempt was made to clas;ify the performance contexts of tasEs,.the prolect staff'did try 'to make
up a list of cohtext variables. These are reportegl in Appendix A for .the reader's'inform'ation. .

..

Classification 6f Underlying Skills
,

Forty-two human attributés were selected from those usgclby Cunningham in his Occupat ion
Analysis lnventoyy (Neeb; Cunningham', 8itass; 1971). These consisted of 24 general vocational
capabilities and 18 cognitive capacities. Together, these 424attribute categories were used to char-

' acterize the human process abilities that appear needed in the performance of a task. Pstichornotor
and sensory abilities, though included among Cunningham's list of attributes, were omitted to force
rater attention to the more unusual descxiptors of tasks in the'skilled trades. Cunhingham's defini-
tions of each attribtite were slightly edited to increase their readability by the raters to be.used in'
this study. Additionally, a couple of.the'cognitive capacities listed by Cunningham were omitted
because of their rare usage and-their complex definitions. The short title of the 42 used are shown
in Table 1. ,The full definitirms of each category may.be foimd in Appendix B.

Table 1

Human Attributes Used to Classify
Underlying Skills of Tasks

4

General Vocational Capabilities Cognitive Capacities

1 Tools
2 Physidal & Mechanical Systems
3 Stationary Machine & Equipment Operation
4 Vehicle Operation
5 Connections & Fittings

, 6 Fluid Systems
7 Measuring Instruments
8 Electricity
9 Layout & Visualizatiob

10 Strqcturss

11 Medical and First A kl
12 Materials
13 Chemicals
14 Foods and Cooking
15 Biologicol Systems
16 Arithmetic Computation,'
17 Arithmetic Applications
18 Clerical
19 Verbal Communication
20 Sales

21 Service
22 Dealing with Social Situations
23 Etiqueite and Social Grace_
24 Style and Grooming

(5

25 Form Perception
26 Perceptual Speed
27 Spatial Scanning
28 Spatial Orientation
29 Visualization

030 Number Facility

31 Memory --
32 Verbal Comprehension
33 Grammar
34 Spelling
35 Expressional Fluency

36 Ideational Fluency
37 Sensitivity to Problems
38 Deductive Reasoning
39 Originality
40 Social intelligence

41 Aesthetic Judgment
42 Musical Talent

!`



1.

This use of Cunningham's attribut4s corresponds to what Fleishman (1975) balled the "ability
requirements approach" to task classification. By this approach tasks are "Oescribed, contrasted.
and cbmpared in terms of the abilities that a givt.In task requires of the.operatoCf

.

_Classification (4Task Elements.

Two.:differen t classificiation schemes were taken directly from Altman's (1966) stut of
general voiational capabilit res. One of Altman's schemes represents task actions performed. This
set contains 12 categories of psychological_ processes. Use of this scheme corresponds to what
F leishman (1975) describes as the "behavior requirennms approa-ch" to task classification, "ca-ta
I9ging tasks in terms of, the tt,/pe of processes required for succesful performance." The Other
sctieme represents-at least an airay of general types of information input used in task performance.
There are six categories of ttiese content domains. This scheme represents a partial application of.
what Fleishman (1975) calls the ''task characteristics approach." .Short titles for each are shown
in Table 2, with fdll definitions available in Appendix C.

Table 2 .

i'sychological Processei'and Content Domains
Used to Classify Task Actions and Information Input

Psychological Proees,ses Content Domains

1 Sensing
2 Detecting
3 Chaining or Rofe Sequencing
4 Discriminating or Identifying
5 Coding

6

a
9

,. 10

Classifying
.Estimating I (discrete case)
Estimating II (or Tracking)
Logical Manipulation
Rule Using

4
11 Decision Making
12 Problem Solving

1 Mechanical
2 tt Eleitrical
3 Spatial/StructUral
4 Chemical and Biological
5 Symbolic
6 People

An alternative means fpr classifying task actions performed was selected from Miller (1971b,
1974). Some 23 action processes were dev6loOed by Milleeto reflect the information processing
actions of computerized syiterns, though 'conceptualhk they might well reflect a broad range of -

worker actions, much as one might use.the therOligs devised for industrial engineering years ago by
Gilbreth. Their short titles are listed in Table 3, with category definitions reported in Appendix D.
As with Altman's (1966) psychological processes, Mil r's action processesvalso correspond to the
"behavior requirements apprbach" to task classilic n.
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Table 3 S.

IAction Pro-cesseiend Items Acted thion Used
to Classify 18* Actions and Objects.

. ,

r. A

Action Procesies
'4

Tifpes of Items Acted Upon
(Objects of an Action Process)

1 Input Select 1 Data
2 Filter 4 2 Peopte
3 Chou* to Channel Things
4 Detect
5 Search

6 Identify
Code

11)i Interpret
9 Categorize

10 Trammit

11, Store
12 Short-Term Memory
13 Compute
14 Count
15 Decide/Select

16 Plan
17 Test
18 Control
19 Ed
20 AdLearn 1

21 Display
22 Pursge

,23 Reset

To provide at least a general classification of objects acted upon in task performance, the D.ata-
People-Things designations defined by the Dictionary of occupational titles (U.S. Department of
Labor, 1965) were selected as the fifth classification scheme.. These, too, are noted in Table 3 and
Appendix D.

Together-these five classificatioirschemes provided a means for characterizing several corn-
pcinent features of specific tasks, as well as an array of methods for noting the classeis of skill attri-
butes that may underlie performance of a task. These particular classification schenies were chosen
because of (a) their apparent capacity to be applied readily at thetask level of work description,
(13) their pirior development Porn extensive empirical research or the experience of highly reputable
professiolals, and (c) a hunch that these schemes might effectively identify elements.of transfer-
ability that would be useful in building a foundation for developkr,:g curricular programs to impart
skill transfer.

It was recognized that Some portions of these classifiCatIon schemes are over simplified. How-
ever, it was felt that there is enough Specificity to determine if this ariproech is a useful one. If so,
there maN; be value\to ektending task classificdtions into more detail in future st dies.

41
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Ouestiminaire:ftirm's
. .

. "trns to obtain'sep4raw task ratings. 'The 'five clas'sification schemes were iqcorporatbd into
three guest (ohnaires for *iilhg tasks.. Becaose of its ltingth, Cqnningham!llist of human attri-
butes, identifiecrio the stuc y as F.orrm A, coMprited one questionnaire. Altman's two schenrs, )
(F ovlis B ar0t) were contained on the second questionnaire.. The third questionnaire consisted
of Miller's actitzn processes (Form D) in combination,with the Data-People,Thintp types ()faction,
obiects (Form E). The instructions, formats, arid category definitions are given in Appendices B,
C, !Ind D. Each rater bOr an occupation was,intended to respbnd to all three questionnaires, Sets of
50 tasks were listed for each of the 12.occupatjons inCluded in the study.

Form A, using Cunningham's 42 attribUtes, asked rMers to identify for each task statement no
more than 6 to 10 of tpe human process abilities that they judged to be essential to the performance
of that'task.

Forms-Rand C, using fkltman's 12 psychological process4s and six content domains; tisked
each rater to select for each task the one process and the one domain that bllst described the nature
of what a worker does in performing that task.

Forms D and E, using Miller's 23 action processes and the three D-P-T categories'of objects
acted upon, again asked for the one most appl'opriate process and the primary object of the task
action

Forms to obtain overall job ratings. In.order to determine the relative differencei and/or simi .
larities in the measures Obtained by the task rating procedure versus the more traditional whole-job
rating procedure, a second set of instruments was developed for each of the five classification forms.
It seemed important and logical to determine if the more complex task- rating procedure would provide
information that we's different from and superior to that obtained from the simpler whole-job rating
approach.

A second set of instruments was developed for each of the five classification forms. These
were applied to a subset Of four of the 12 occupatibris used in the studtj. The intent here was toobtain somewhat comparable ratings,. but for an occupation as'a Whole unit instead of for eachcomponent task. The forms were designed to allow raters to indicate the degree of inVoivement orrequirement for ihe occupation as a whole, on a 0-7 scale, of each attribute, process, action, domqin,and object category. These instruments were much easier to complete than their task-rated cOunter-parts. 8

Job Sample

Several criteria dictated by the resources allocated for the effort and consistent with its ex-
ploratory nature, were applied in arriving at the selection of 12 occupations employed in the study..
The occupations were to be of vocational ttaining interest. They also should involve tasks which
are generally understandable by raters who are only reasonably knowledgeable of the occupation.
The occupations were not to include highly technical or professional occupations; such as in elec-
tronics, medicine, or law, as such occupations typically involve technical terminolpgy that would
'restrict our availability of knowledgeable3raters. The occupations selected were to require asignif-

.'icant amount of specialipd training, however. And, they were to.represent a range of different
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t conditions of occupational relationships that woukPappear to ref I9ct various degrees of tgansier
capability. Anotheft factor in N lee t i ng the occupations to be studied was the availability pf uWletask inventories on file in the Task InventOrY Exchange (TIE) oper.ated by-the National Centil7or. . . .Research in Vocational Education.

,
. I..

.- To,atquire a priori Occupational groupings Plat could be considered to4iettifferent, the osucupations were identified by thArst twO digits of Holland's (1973) qDS (Self Directed Search) -11Summary Codes,.and also by their relationships with Data,'People, JP Things as expresseel by thesecond set of three digits in the'Dictiqnary of occuparionatitles (U.S. Department of Labor, 1965)..

An examination of the TI holdings resulted in the following findings:
111.

1. Most of the inventorkis available are for occupationd of Realistic, (R) and Investigative(I) personality types, 'adcOrding to Holland's SOS Summary Codes.
,

2. Similarly, Things t.e most often the object acted upor by the majority Of those occu-pations; with Ditta objegts next1Nt frequent and People objec4 leasi frequent.

Thus, occOpations c titacteriUcl as RI (Realistic-Investigative) and involving Things (T) as objects
were prime candidate for selection. At the opposite extreme of available types were those dePicted
as Enterprising (E).and Social (S), acting upon Data types of actiOn objects.

It was then determined that the following Pbssible groups of occupations were available for
selection, to represent varying degrees of asiociation:

Group 1 Occupations:
Group2 Occupations:
Group 3 Occupations:
Group 4 Occupations.:
Group 5 Occupations:

Holland Code D-P-T Level'

RI T
R I dT
R I DT .

R I D
ES .D

, "Distinctions were made between levels of D.PT functions. Capita.1 D, P, or T rbpresent a high performance
complexity level with a DOT code of 0, 1, or 2. Lower case d, p, or t represent a medium. complexity level with aDOT code of 3, 4, Or 5. No entry in the chart above represents a low complexity level with a DOT code of 6, 7. or 8.

f
Given these.five sets of occupaiiorial groups, the following paradigm portrays increasing occu-

pational d ifferences, between groUps on Holland's Personality Characteristics and in the Data, People,Things Ieve4of iniolyebnent per ih'ë DOT.

Holland's
Perionality
Characteristics

Things Data Peoplrnevel pf Involvement

dT DT Dt t dp Dp DP. .

RI

RE

SI, RS, SR

EC, SA, CS
SC

ES

Op1 Gp2 Gp3

k.

Gp5

4

1 7



Based upon these a priorrgroupings it was then reasonable to hypothesize that:

1. Occupational dIf ferences w tthirt a group are' less ihan differences between occupationrin011flIent groups. fiI
.

t .

. .

2. Dftertrnces btitween droups 1, 2, and.V are.increasingly grearer due to. differing.DOT
Kt ions.

?

3. Greatest between-group differences occur.between occupations in Group 1 and tliose in
Group 5, due both to (1if fering -Holland and DOT categories.,

4. Next greatest between group differences occucbetween Groups 1 \and 4, and betweenGroups 4 and 5.

5. -Least intergroup differences occur between Groups 1 and 2, and between Groups 2 and 3,

6. If Holland types a more powerfUl determinant of differences and similarities than areDOT function& tqn larger ferences should occur between (Groups 1., 2, or 3) and Group 6, than
between1Groups 1, 2, or d Group 4.

7. If DOT functions are a more powerful determinant of differences and similarities tban are
the Holland types, then larger differences should occur between Groups 1, 2, tind 3, than betweenGropps 4 and 5..

An9ther consideration in selecting occupations for the study was the desire to include severe)
of the occupations represented in the Hofbauer and Konig study (1972), to Permit' at least some 4comparisoniq reults on occupational relationships.

Twelve occupations meeting the presribed criteria were identified that provided repregen6-
tion of tach of five groups, with seven of the 12 comparable to those in the Hofbauer and Konig
study. Many task inventory-options vvere available within Groups 2, 3, and 5. In those situations
where there were a large number of inventories, selection was made on the basis of the quality and
number of tha task staternents in the inventory.

The 12 occupations selected are listed below according fo the a priori group they represent.
Those comparable to occupations in the Hofbauer and König study are indicated by an aster)sk..

Realistic-Investigative

Group 1: RI T

GrOup 2:

GrOup3:

"Baker
Printer (litho/offset)'

RI di- ."Auto BOdy Repair
!Carpenter (construction)
!Plumber

RI DT

Group 4: . RI D

!Auto Mechanic
Dairy Fernier
*Machinist

Nurseryman (horticulture)

Enterprising Social

Group 5: ES D Administrative Assistant
Property Manager (Apartment)
!Retail Merchant

17 V.
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Tat Selection and Editing

Several source documents,in the.Task Inventory Exchange files were searched to 90Np-the
most uteful and highest quality of task inventories for each oflhe 12 selected occupations. Inven-
tories that had well written task ,statements and/or a large number of statements were locatedk

Task statements Were' selected and edited to obtain a- representation of tile type of wqrk
per-forMed in each occupation. The intention was to produce task statements Mth the specificity,
structure, and clarity prescribed by earlier program work (Ammerman, 1977). A total of 50 tasks
ixtr occupation were selected. At least 10 tasks in each occupation were of relatively high signif-
icance and/or rite of job occurrence. A total of 600 tasks over all t2 occupationsqhus was iden-
tifiect, !itch to be classified by each of the five-schemes. ,

Administration

-Raters from three different groups volunteered their efforts. Secondary Vocational Education
instructors, Ohio State University (OSU) personnel,_and National Center for Research in-Vocational
Education professional and support staff constituted three groups. Five raters per occupation com-

.pleted the task rating process.

The initial efforts to locate potential raters were directed toward vocational education prq-
grams in the central Ohio area. Contact was made with the directors of vocational schools that
offered programs representing most of the 12 selected occupations. Permission to call on the in-
structors of the programs was obtained) Fdur schools were visited and selected instructors were
asked to coMplete a set of five task rating farms on a voluntary basis. A project staff member ex-

, plained the instructions for completing each form. A set of forms and return envelope were pro-
vided to those indicating a willingness to cooperate. A total.of 27 vocational instructors accepted
the forms and indicated,their intention to complete and return the instrument within a week.

Although the administrators of the four schools were very cooperative, it was recognized that
the close of the school year ivas near and instructors had other responsibilities that would have to
take priority over the rating process. A

A total of 25 people on the National Center staff who had related work experience or knowl-,*
edge were identified. Each person was given a set of rating forms-and instructed on the procedure
for completing the forms.

Contact -with Ohio State University personnel resulted in securing raters for the final eight
instrument sets. Five of theseWere distributed to work:study students who had a dairy farm balck-
ground and were employed at ti OSU Dairy Bern. One individual was an adMinistrative asiistant
in the College of Agriculture and two were employees with the campus-based Vocational Instruc-'
tional Materials Laboratory. '

Of the 27 instruMent sets distributed to vocational instructors, 13 usabOe returns were received,.
All instruments distributed to Natfonal Center staff'were returned and six.ot-the eight instruments
distributed to OSU personnel were returned.

Project and several other Nati9nal Center staff thembets were required to complete instruments
in place of the non-respondents. The number of usable returns from the first distribution of instru-
ments is shown in Table 4.

18
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.. Table 4
, 4, .
Usable.Returns fralii the Initial Distritiution

of Task Rad iiv Instruments by Group

A

Occupation Vocational Education
Instructors Natonal Center Staff osu Staff

Distributed
,

Returned Distributed Returned Distributed Returned

Admin. Assistant 4 . 4

Auto Body Repair' 3 1 2 . 2

'Auto MechaniC 3 3 2. 2 /
Baker 3 0 2 2

Carpenter 4 2 1 1

Dairy Farmer 5 4
. ,

Machinist 4 3 1 1

Nurseryman 3 1 2 ' 2
-- *

Plumber 2 t 3 , .3

Printer 3 0 2 1

Property Manager 5 5

Aetail Merchant 2
/

2 3 3

TOTAL 27 13 . 25 6

Based on notations and comments prk1by resOondents and noncompleters of the task
rating instruments, it was apparent to the Koject aff that the length, complexity, and number of
discriminations requireCI were highly detrimental t successful completion of the forms. Due to
the length of Form A and the the large number of otential discriminations required there appeared
to be a considerle decline in the ratets' attention to subsequent forms whpn Form A was corn-
pleted first.

When the follow-up set of task rating instruments were distributed, to project and other
National Center staff members to compensate for nonrespondents, they were asked tq complete
Forms D and E first, then Forms B and C, and finally Form A. It was hoped this reversal would
provide for a better distribution of ratings, particularly on Forms B and D. A review of the.returns
did indicate that Form B and D ratings appeared to have been completed in a more discerning man-
ner. All follow-up job rating instruments were returned and usable. However, respondents con-
tinued to report that they stilt found the time requirements and complexity of the task rating
forms to be exceisive.

19
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Four of the 12 o upationtiver'e classified according to the whole job ratinb procedure for

each classification scher e. Potential raters \Nitre adain selected from National Center staff and OSU

.personnel who had notbeen involved in the initial task rating process. Three people for each occu- .

pinion were provided with a job rating form and instruct iorls. All of these were complete4 and

returyed. The distribution of instrunents for each occupation is shown in Table 5.

Table 5

Distribution of Job Rating Instrilitrenti by Group

ar"

Occupatiortv
National-Center Staff OSU Staff

Admin. Assistant 3
0

A

Dairy Farmer

Mechinist
0 3

Printer
. 1

2

TOTAL
7

5

A comparison of the average time reqUir4;-1 to complete the task rating and job rating in-stru-

merit sets indicated a considerable reduction for the job rating approach over the task rating ap-

proach as shown in Table 6.

Table 6

, Average Time Required to Complete
Rating Forms

Type tif Form
Average Time in Minutes

Task Rating Forms
120

Job Rating Forms
, 30

,e

Measures of Rater Agreement

The objeCtiVe was to see if the occupations are similar on the basis of each of the five classifi-

. cation-schemes used. To establish this similarity, two sequential steps were involved, one examinin-

ing the number of raters judging that'a classification category did pertain to each task, the other

then noting how many tasks in a job required that classification category.

Step One: Is the classification element (action, attribute, process, or coiatent) relevant to or re-

quired by a talk? Yes, if a sufficient number bf caters agreed upon, that relevance. In every in-

stance at least three of the five raters had to agree before we would conclude that the classification

category did relate to the task,

20
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Stop Two: k the classification elenwnt relevant to or required by the ibb? In this case the same
numlier of ratA h;k15to agree, but we requiied that a stlIficient numbpr&f,tasks be related to thtr
elvnent before MI would soy it was characteristic of the job. 'For Forms A and C (attributes and
content-domains) we required that at leist three tasks be related to a classification category.

To illustrate the PluMber'occupati )0, using Form A attribute totals,"Table 7 shows for a few' f
attributes -(a) /re number of the times t,he five raters said a task required that attribute, (b) the
number of tasks on which rater agreement was achieved for that category, and (c) whether that
attribute cetegory can be consrdered to tie required in t.hat occupation. In this illustration, Attri-

"1 hute 1 (Tools) was rifiated .to some task a\total of 168 times. In 33 of the possible 50 task cases
three or mcrre-of .t he raters agreed upon the attribute. Since the numbbr of tasks on which the
raters agreed is more than three (i.e., 33), we are saying that the use'icrf tools is aiequirement of the
job of Plumbers. On the other hand, Attribute 28 (Spatialprientation), receiving a total of 34
indications of its task relevance, achieved'iri only one'instance a matority of the five raters agreeing
on its relevance to a particular task. We are saying that cvacity for spatial orj motion is mit char
acteristic of thelob of plumbers because only one task wal related to this eler nt by the reqpisite

'

Table

1.

Sample Total Count and Consensus of
Attribute Ratings (Form A)

Categories of
Human:Attributes

No. of Times That
Each Attribute was
Judged Relevant to
a Task

No. of Tasks Requiring
Attribute, As Agreed
by 3 or More Raters

Attribute Con-
sidered to Be
Required by Job

1 Tools 168 33 Yes. .
a,.

'2 Physical 8i Mechanical' 62 6 Yes
Systems

16 A r ithmelic Computation

28 Spatial Orientation

56

34

Yes

1 No

Note: Up to a total of 250 ratios.iir,fi possible per attribute, with 50 tasks rated by five persons.



The 'rule of having at least three tasks to denote t'he job-relevance of a classification element
was modified to accommodate.the actual response patterns resulting from Forins B, 0, and E..
Forms B and D (Altman's 1-2 psychological processes and Miller's 23 action procAses) yielded too
few classification categories on which as many as three tasks were relevant. The rule for these was
therefore reduced-to one task for these forms, to provide some range of useful occupational.charac
terization, Form E (the DDT's ffiree D-P T types of action objects), yielded too many categories,
often all three ,for an occupation. In this instance, the rule thus waS extended to require at least
six tasks before we were willing to conclude that-a-particular object tYpe was characteristic of the
occupation for our present exploratory study.

Measures of Job Relationships

AS noted above (Table 7), three measures are available to serve as a basis for comparing occu-.
pations on a classification gcheme:, .

.._1_.......Frequ9trcy--count-a-the-number-of-times-e-elessifieetion-eattilefry-was-used-hrthe-five-------------------
raters-of an oeCupation.

/ 2. Number of tasks requiring a classification category.

3. Relevance or requirement of a classification category for a particular occupation.

,T*

Each' of these measures were used to identify relationships between occuliational pairs bjfeach
(classification

scheme.

Based on frequency counts, Parallel tallies of the number of tasks requiring each classification
element were used.with each pair of occupations to calculate Ed2, &he suit of the squared differences
between the task tallies of each category in-the classification. Thistratistic, Ed2, is usefuj in compar-
ing the relative extent to which each occtipation received similar ratings on a classification scheme.

It is computed by. taking the number oflasks determined to require.each classification cate-
gory for each of two occupations, finding the numerical difference (d) between-them, arid squaring
that difference (d2). The d2 values are then summed (Ed2) across a[kategories of a clissification
s6eme. The smaller this sum of d2 , the gteater the similarity between-the clhssification profiles of
the pair of occupations, suggesting a close association between them in regard tcr the elements oft
particular classification scheme.

.F.cse.xample: -

Claseification
Category

,

Nufnber of Tssks Requiring Each Catetory

d2Job A Job B

1 33 43 10 100
2 6 16 10 100
3 0 1 1

4 0 9 9 . 81
5 28 16 12 144
6 6 9 3 9.

D:12 435'

22
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It should be cautioned, however, that 1:(12 cannot be compared across different classification

scherhes, since each scheme resultA\ a different range of possible .:,[12 velues. Comparisons are
meaningful only for occupational pairs within a particular classification form.

Tni measUre was uted, tor tbsting the directional hypotheses that were derived for the job'
groupings, as stated in the Job Sample section above. Matrices ()Vali possible pairs of occupations
also were examined for apparent clusters of occupations based on this measure of job relationship.. ., ,

Based on number of tasks requiring a category. Separately for each of the five classification
schemes, the number of tasks requiring each category were listecL These numbers in tUrn were
converted to more general groupings of NO LOW ED I UVI4 HIGH level of evidence of task
requirement for each category. These groUpings were a igned as follows:

Grouping Basis for Grouping

.NO No tasks on which there was tiny agreement foOthe relevance or requirement of that
classification category,

From 1 to 4 tasks required the classification category.

From 5 to 9 tasks required the classification category.

LOW

MEDIUM

H IGH 10 or more tasks required the classification category.

These groupings were then used to provide visual profiles of each occupation in relation to other
occupations, by plotting the rating group for each classification category across all 12 occupations.
These matrices, one for each of the five classification schemes, allow the reader to quickly examine
the major areas of occupational similarity and difference, based on the degree of-task evidence of
their relevance.

, Based on existing development of category. Parallel listings genoting the relevance.of a classif-
ication category for pairs of occupations were used to calculate the percent of time that categories
were shared in common by those occupations. As noted above under the section otyMeasures of
Rater Agreement, at least three tasks must require a classification category on Forms A and C for
that category to be considered as relevant to the occupation and required by that occupation. For
Forms B and D only one task was needed, and six tasks for Form,E.

This information was then used in the following formula to calculthe the overlap of categq.ies
sin a pair of occupations:

= Percent of available relevant categories held in
X + V-- C common by jobs X and Y.

Where: .0 = number of categories relevant to both jobt.

X = number of categories relevani to job X%

number of .catégorids relevant to job Y.

This is a measure of the percent of classification categories that are shared by a pair of occupations,
of all those possible-ft) be shared. The formula subtracts C from the sum of X and Y to take out the
double count of overlap between X and Y.

23
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Matrices reflecting percentages of categories shared by a pair of occupations were prepared .for
each classification scheme.

These values were then used toija) group occupations Into Ati clusters, and (b) note how often
eachclassification category served to identify a relation among occupations.

*,

k

RESULTS

Hypothesis Testing

Recall,that the 12 occupations selected for investigation represented five groups that werehypothesized to be different. The differences were related according to Holland's SDS SummaryCodes and according to_their relationships to Data. People, and Thing&as_expressecLin4of occupetional titles.

Upon examination of the paradigm constructed to reflect potential diff erenceslin th location.of the five groups of occupations, seven directional hypotheses were formulated as listed iri Table8. An abbreviated version of the paradigm is pr,esented below.

Data People Things Degree of I nvolveinent
(Limited Scale)

Holland's
Personality

v,Characteristics T dT DT

"Nr

RI Gpl Gp2 Gp3 Gp4

ES
1 - Gp5

4trIt can be seen that betw\Groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 th9re is an increasing difference in the relation-
ship to Tpings and Data. No occupations were selected with high or medium relationship to People
due to th4 lack of available task inventories for such occupations.
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'Table 8
V.

Clagficatio Scheme Support of
Directiona theses

Classification Scheme -

A B C D
f

Psychological Content Action
.Attribute Process Domain Process

Directional Hypotheses
E

,OPT
Objects

e

a

4- _7 1.

+ 2.

+ 3.

4.

5.

.
+ 6.

f*,

rt 7,

Note: Supported by Scheme
- Not Supported by Scheme

Within-group differences are less than
between-group differences.

Differences between Groups\1. 2 and- 3
are increasingly greater.

Greatest betweengroup difference occurs
llawlistil3rOuprtlifid

Next greatest between-group differencei .

occur between Groups 1 and 4, or.jaetween
Groups 4 and 5.

least Wiesen-group differences occur
between Groups 1 and 2; and between
Groups 2 and43.

4
If H011and's Personality Characteristics
are a much more powerful determinant of
differences and similarities than are DDT's
D-P-T functions, then larger differences
should occur between (Groups 1, 2 Or 3)
and Group 5, than between (Groups 1, 2,
or 3) and Group 4.

If DOT's D-P-T functions are a much more
powerful determinant of differences and
similarities than are the Holland Personality
Characteristics, then larger differences
should occur between Groups 1, 2 and 3,
than between Groups 4 and 5.

The motor difference between Group 4 and 5 is the degree of remoteness on the Holland scalN
'Group 5 is most distant from Group 4 but shares the same high relationship to Data. The hypo-
theses were tested by comparing the sum of the squared differences (Ed2) between the 66,possible
pairs of the 12 occupations. Tables of the.relationship measures for each set of data are included
in Appendix E. These measures were computed frtkm the distributions of classification ratings for
each occupation as recorded in Appendix F., Idhich also records rater agreement on tasks in a clas-
sification category.

- The data %4ere.compared.to determine which classification schemes supported or rejected the
directional hypotheses. The findinigs of 4his review are indicated in Table 8. The hypotheses were

sit
,

t.
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iSgene y supported by the data arid there is a moderate degree of 'cOnsistancy between classificatiw
scher e . Six of the. hypotheses were supported, by at least three classificetion schemes, with hypo-
thesis number two supported by four of the five schemes. Hypothesis number 4 was rejected by all
five schemes.

Classification Agreement

An analysis was conducted to determine the extent of agreement on the specific categories of
each classification schemeecross all 12 occupations. The number of times that a task received the
same rating by three or more raters,was again used as the basis of consensus. The number of tasks
that received a consensus of three raters on a classification scheme category were tallied. The ratings
were coded as either No, Low, Medium, or High. A category that carried from 1 4 tasks was rated
low. A medium rating was assigned to a total of 5 9 tasks, and 10 or more tasks was rated as high.
The ratings for each category of each scheme were plotted across all 12 otcupations.

The comparisons for the Form A (Human Attribute) count across each Occupation is shown
in Table 9. It can be seen that most of the 42 attributes received a Low rating (less than five tlsks) ,

across the 12 occupations. A total of 26 attributes were carried on 5 9 tasks for a total of 45
Medium ratings across the 12 occupations.\A total of 24 attributes were carriedby 10 or more tasks,
for a total of 51 High ratings across all occupations.

Low agreements tended to be well distributed across the 42 attributest The medium and high
- levels of agreement were clustered around Attributes 1 through 18 for the Realistic Investigption
(RI) occupational groups and around Attributes 19 through 42 for the Ente rising-Social (ES)
group. The RI groups were predominately' characterized by the 'attributes ref 1bçing anAmphasis
on the use end/or knowledge of concrete objects and materials. The ES,group w characterized
by the attributes that emphasize cognitive and communications skills and social capacities.

An examination of the data from Form B (Psychological Processes) revealed levels of agreement
lower than obtained on Form A and the ratings were less dispersed across the 12 psychological pro-
cesses, as indicated in Table 10. Process 3, chaining or rote sequencing;received a, high level of
_agreement on 10 of the 12 occupations. Only one other process, Rule Using (10), received a high,
level of agreement on one occupation. Thenames and definitions of thepsychological processes'
listed on Form B appeared to be problematic for most raters.

r

4 A more anticipated distribution would have indicated high levelsof agreement on processes
9 through 12 for the Eg group. The tasks in the ES group that received high agreement on the cog-
nitive attribetes on Form A received low agreement on the more cognitive psychological processes
of Form B.

The ratings on Form C (Content Domains) display a pattern more like that of Form A, as in-
dicated in Table 11. Three RI groups are mosuchafacterized by a relationship to mechanical knowl-
edge while one RI occupation and the ES group were rated highest on symbolic knowledge. This
would generally correlate with the cognitive aspects of the ES occupations and the one ,R I job as
indicated by their high relationship to Data according to the Data-People-Things scale.

In comparing Forms A, B, and C it might be reasoned that the raters perceived the tasks of the
ES occupations as requiring cognitive attributes (Form A), involving symbolic content (Form C)
but requiring routine or rote procedures (Form B).
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Form A Categories

Table 9

Laval of Attribute Agreemtint Acrots
12 Occupations
(Foim A Data)

RLJ RI dT RI 7 131- ES

6111
1. Tools
2. Mechanical
3. Machine
4. Vehicle
5. Connedions
6. FluidSystems
7. Measuring
8. Electricity
9. Viskialization

10. Structures
11. Medical
12. Materials
13. Chemicals
14. Food
15. Biological
16. paithmetic Comp.
17. Arithmetic Appl.
18. Clerical
19. Verbal
20. Sales
21. Service
22. Social
23. Etiquette

'24. Growning
25. Form Percept.
26. Perceptual Speed,
27. Spatial Orient.
28. Visualization
-29. Numbers
30. Memory
31. Verbal Comp. ,
32. Grammar
33. 1, Spelling'
34. Ex pressional
35. Ideational
36. Problems
37. Deductive Reason
38, Originality
39. Social Intell.
40. Aesthetic
41:- Musical
42. Spatial Scanning

l 1 l 1

l 0
. 0

.
( )

)

. ( ) ( )

t. i
( ) ( )

4

N.

( )

.

.

.

.

( )

.

(.)

( )

f )

( )

.

.

-0

.

.

.

0

.

0

?

f

0

0
0
0
0

.

0
( )

6
.

0

IT Blank = 0 tasks 0 5-9 tasks Category labels above are abbreviated, refer to Appendix B
= 1-4 tasks . = 10+ tasks for full definitions.
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Table 10

Level of Process Agreement Across
12 Occupations
(Form El Data)

Form B Categories

RlJ RI RI DT

Si
.

4 , 0 zs-
1.

2.

Sensing

Detecting kir

3. Chaining '
4 Discriminating
5 -Chding
6 Classifying-

E stimating
13 Estimating II
9 ogical

10 Bolo Using
1 1 Decision Making
12 Pi ()Wen) Solving

0 tasks 5 9 tasks NOTE. Category labels above aro abbreviated refer to Appendix C for -)
1 4 tacks 10+ tasks full definitions.

as;

Table 11

Level of Content Domain Agreement
Across 12 Occupations

,(Form C Data) -t

Form C Categories

RI RI dT. RI DT RID ES D

..!

Is
i E 11

4 .2
c .11

.
.5

h
ct .; s II 1 zg

E I iit Ix 1 iig I s

1. Mechanical
2. EreCtrical
3. Structural .

4. Chemical
5. Symbolic l)
6. People

t ()

(.)

4
0

, Blank i 0 tasks
.1. 1-4 tasks

Ii

15-9 tasks 'NO,TE : Category labels above are abbreviated, refer to Appendix C for
10+ tasks full definitions.
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The responses on Form D (Action Processes) are the least robust and most qUestionable of the ,

set of five., Although the distribution of ratings cluster around the. R I-D and ES-D occupational
groups, high nr medium levels of agreement were not obtained in those groups. High levels of agree-
ment occur in only four occupations and account for only three of 04023 action processes. The
tallies are arrayed in Table 12.

Table 12

Level of Action Agreement Acros's 12 Occoplitions
(Form D Data)

Form D Categories

RI T fiL-- iff Rf DT _filD ES 0
_

..f

i r
>.

, k,
... d

9
U.

. 0
1
t;

c III i
-0 4

a 2 a z t <4 I 3

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Input

Filter

Queue

Detect

Search

6. Identify
7. Code

tt

Interpret

9. Categorize t.

10. Transmit

11. Store

12. Memory

13. Compute

14. Decide

15. Plan

16. Test

17. Control

18. Edit ,

19. Adapt ,

'20. Display

21. Purge

22. Reset

23. Count

Blavk 0 tasks
- 1-4 tasks

5-9 tasks
10+ tasks

'NOTE: Category labels above are abbreviated, refer to Apperidix D for full
definitions.
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The RI occupational groups also rated a number of the action categOries between numbers 13
and 19. A high lqvel of agreement on action processes 17 (Test), 18 (Control), and 19 (clit) were
achieved by Pr.inter, Auto Body, Auto Mechanic, and Mathinist. This indicates that a large number
of tasks were assigned those categories to the exclusion of others.

The data from Form E (Object Types), as shown in Table 13, indicates an overall pattern con-
sistent with the assigned group relatiobspip to Data, People, and Things. A high level of agreement
on Things objects across the RI grou appears to be consistent with results from Forms A and C.
No.explanation is reaily availab e or the_apparent lack of Data tasks for the R I-DT occupational
types. It may be that-their measurement skills werenot well represented by the tasks sampled in
those occupations.

Form E Ce4gorlos

Table 13

Level of Object Type Agreement
Across -12 Occupations

(Form E Data)

RI T RI OT RI DT RID ES D

f ..

ilS iII ii,.. 4 as i i
§1

t.t.
.t -5i ...4 § ,si 3 3 0

&I 09A ICO ci 4 0 a: 42 8 I z

1 Data

2 People

3. Things

Blank 0 tasks
1 4 tasks

- 5-9 tasks
- 10+ tasksa

NOTE: Category labels above are abbreviated, refer to Appendix D
for full definitions.

The ES group again received high agreement.on the Data relationship of the occupation, also .

consistent with Forms A and C. Because a majority of ratings attained high levels of agreement for
2 of the 3 categories, the Form E data did not discriminate between occupations as well as dia the r
other schemes.

Classification Sensitivity: Job Relationships

.The relationship between job.pairs was further examined by determining the percentage of
scheme categories held in common by each pair of jobs, according to the formulavdiscussed earlier
in the section on Measures ofJob Relationships:

- Percent bf available "existing" bategories
X + C held in common by jobs X and Y.
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Form A.- The data from Form A (Human Attributes)..produced the cluster Shown in Table 14;
The average measures of relationship of occupational pairs withiwand between Clusters are noted.
The primary shared attributes are listed to the right of the cluster, next to a listing of secondary or
lesser shared attributes. Two major groups were developed. Four RI type occupations clustered
tqgether to include Printer, Auto Body, Carpenter, and Machinist. A second group included the
three ES occupations and one RI occupationt .This group consists of Administrative'Msistant,Prop-

erty Manager,. Retail Merceant, and Nursery Vi/orker.

4

Table 14

Job Relationship Cluiter Based on
Hutilan Attributes in Common

Form A

Cluster Attributes Shared by Groups
++

Foods & Cooking Chemicals
Arith. Applic.
Verbal Comm.

'Spelling
Originality
Aesthetic Judg.

.08

I
Printer
/Zuto Body

. 6 Carpenter
Machinist

Tools rhyt. &Mech. Systems
Materiels Measure Instr.
Visualization Layout & Visual

Materials
Arith. Comput.

.35
Plumb& Tdols Phys. & Medi. Systems

. Connections & Measure Instr.
Fittingu Layout & Visual

Structuretk Materials,
Arith. Comput.

11.
.24

1( .33
Auto Mech. X

.53 Dair/ Farmer.

.14

(Admin. Assist.
.56 Property Mgr.

Retail Merchant

fiursery Worker

Tools Phys. & Mech. Systems
Vbhicle Opr. Fluid Systems
Connections & Electricity .

Fittings Arith. Applic.
.26 Measure Instr.

Arith. Comput. Sales
Applic. Deal w/Sochil

Etiq. & Soc. Grace
Verbal Comm. Social Intel. '

Number Facil.
Verbal Compre.
Ewan Fluency
Sensitivity to Prob.
Deductive Reason

NOTE: rfiinury ++

SocOndary
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tir

The RI group was characterized pritnatily by the attributes related to the use of concrete ob-
jects and materials. The ES cluster was moit characterized by attributes related to cognitive and .

. social skills.

A smaller grouping of two occupations included Auto Mechanic and Daiiky Faimeeand was
Characterized by attributes related primarily to objects and materials. The Plumber occupation
evidenced relationships to scrne occupations in each of two clusters, but not to all jobs in thoseclusters. Arithematic Application on Arithematic CoMputation is found in all groups. The entirecluster represents an apparefily meaningful Set of relationships when viewed from the perspetive
of worker types and work environments and context.

ForT B. The analysis of Fotm, 8 ratings (psychological Pr.C.KM.s.$) and resulting cluster are pre-sented in Table 15.

Table 15

Job Relationship Cluster Based on
Psychological Processes in Common

Form B
./

Cluster Processes Shared by Groups
++

Merchant

.50\ -
Administrative Assistant
Baker .

, Rule Using
Property Manager Chaininii
Nursery Worker Decision Making ,Pluir

.67

Catpenter

, 7

Dairy Farmer .0----7---.60 --em- 4uto Mechanic Chaining ,
..-Auto Mechanic

Printer i
\44.---------

.
.,

.60
1
Auto Body

/ ..

Machinist

Discriminating
Coding
Tracking
Problem Solving

NOTE: 44 Primary
+ Seconds&
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A high level of commonality was found between 26 of the 66 possible combinations of job
pairs. The psychological prongs of "Chaining or Rote Sequencing': warcommon to all 12 jobs.
This single classification category accounted for a major portion Of Measurable commonalkty
between all 12 jobs. Two major groups of jobs were discriminated by six other processes. The

ocesses. of "Rule Using and Decision Making" were secondary descriptors of one Major group
including Baker, Administrative Assistant, Property Manager, Nurery Worker, Plumber, Merchant,
and Carpenter.

-The second major group was characterize(l by the process of "Discriminating, Codirig, Tracking,
and Frroblem Solving- as secondary descriptors. The jobs of Dairy Firrmer, Aino Mechanic, Printer,
Machinist, and Auto Body constituted a major group different from the first; howevhr, they are to
some extent, a fractured iyoup.

Four occupations had single relationships to one of the jobs in the two major groups. Jobs
with a unique relationship to a single jot) within a group are located .on the periphery of themajor
groups Merchant, Carpenter, Auto Mechanic, MachiPist, and Auto .Body have such a relationship.

Form C, The data from Form C (Content Domains) provided ratings which lacked sufficient
ticl inimation to construct ahy meaninghil duster.. There were, howevbr, two major groups of

occuations which were aligned in the following manner. The R loccupations of Baker, Printer,
Auto Body, Carpenter, Plumber, Auto Mechgnic, Dair\; Farmer, and Machinist were ctiaracterized
pr imarily by a high relationship to the Mechabical content domain. The remaining four occupations
of Nursery Worker (an R1 tYpo) and Administrative Assistant, Property Manager, and Merchant (ES
types) were primarily related to the Symbolic content domain.

. -
Form D. The job relationshiPs indicated by the responses to Form 0 (Action Processes) were

analyzed. A major difference was found between Form.D data and that of Forms A and B. The
number of tasrs on which there was rater agreement was significantly less on Form D than on
Form.s A or B. Therefore, measures of commonality are based on less frequent incidents of con-

. sensus between raters, he probability of-chance relationships. A second difference, other
than low numbers of task consenst . was the manner in which the responses were distributed across
CA ass I t ICiit ion categories. The major portion of rater responses on all jobs accurhulated on the last ..

one third of the categories, Nricluding category numbers 13 through 19. An examination of the
degree of commonality provided values that yielded the clusters shown in Table 16.

T he action processes that characterized the jobs are listed to the right of the cluster. Two
groups of processes divide the jobs into two general sets, labeled A and B. The jobs of Auto Me-
chanic, Auto BodY, and Dairy Farmer, in Set A, are characterized by 10 processes, of which Code is
unique to this set. The remaining eight jobs are characterized by 13 of the processes, five of which
are unique to set B.

0 4/
flirsery Worker, Baker, Prope'rty Manager, and Administrative Assistant constituted the only

cluter containing multiple jobs.

Form E. A reyiewpf the data from Form E (Data-People-Things) revealed a simitar polariza-
non of jobs as found on Form C, Content Domains. The three ES-type jobs and Nursery Worker
were characterized by a primary relationship to Data. Property Manager carded a high consensui
of ratings (10 or more tasks) on People and Things while Nursery Worker was also rated high on
Things.,

The remaining jobs ware primarily charicterized by high ratings on Things, with Baker and
PluMber also rated high on Data. Dairy Farmer received a high rating on the People category (which
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Table 16

*lob Relationship-Cluster Based 6n
ACtion Processes in Common.'

Form D

Cluster Processes Shared by Gro ps

5

FAuto MechanTI

4.
1 .14

,)

[Auto Body Queue to Channel :
Search

4 * Cod e

. 0 Transmit

s t
Compute . Set A
Plan

IDairy Farmer 1 Test

_JI Control
Edit

50

Nursery Worker
Baker
Property Manicir
Admin. Assist.

IPrinter I

.14

ICarpenter 1

.55 5

INumber 1

Queue to Channel
Search
Transmit
*Store
Compute

nt
"De ide/Select

Test .

Control
Edit I

"Adapt/learn

Set B

I
NOTE : * -4-- Process unique to the set of occupational clusters.

ug

410
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) Includes involvement with animals). A cluster diagram was not developed for Form E because the
data only provided commonality values of either 33, 50,66, or 100 percent, which did not discrimi-
-nate meaningfully between the lob pairs.

Summary, Considerable similarity was found between the clusters producixi by Forms A and
B. Inboth clusters the occupations of Administrative Assistant, Property Manager, and Nursiry
Worker were grouped together. Also Dairy Farmer and Auto Mechanic constituted a close pair. A

. third incident of consistent commonality was found among the jobs of Plumber, Printer, Machinist,
and Auto Body Repairer.

The job group associated by Form D data included the same four jobs as the Form B cluster
and three of the same jobs contained in one of the Form A groups. Nursery Worker consiitently
aligned with Administrative Assistant, Property Manager, and Retail Merchant.

The R I groups tended to be more like each other, with the exception of Group 4, which tended
to be more like the ES group. The relationship between Groups 4 4nd 5 appears to be attriputed to
their high Data orientation. The RI groups 1, 2 and 3 appear to be polarized laji their relationship
to Things.

Utility of Classifications for Job Comparisons

One further examination was made between the results of this and a Germ-an study Hofbauer
& Konig, 1972) in which the strength of inter-occupational relationships was measured on the basis
of supervisors' judgments. The relationships identified by Hofbauer and Konig were compared to
the relationships indicated by each of the five classification schemes for comparable occupations in
this study. The data inditating the degree of category commonality between occupations were used
in testing for similar findings in the German study. Seven occupations were available for comparison
between the two studies. The directional relationship (movement from the fii.st stated occupation
to the second) between occupation groups reported in the German study are presented in Table 17
with the datalrom the task classification approach that indicated similar results.

Table 17

\tomparison of Findings Supporting
Occupational Relationships

4

Hofbauer & KOnig Data Classification Schem Data

Ocupational Pairs Degree Form Degree

Machinist Auto Body Repairer High

Low

Moderate

'Low

A, E

A

High

None

Moderate

Moderate
High

Auto Body Machinist
Repairer

Machinist Pluniber----b.
Machinist MechanicAuto
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The occupationi of Baker, Retail Merchant, and Carpenter had less than a 10% mobility rate to
the other occupations in the Hofbauer and Konig study. 'However, the data from the classification
scheme approadh indicated a number eifielationships involving these three occupations. The degree
,of relationship between occupational pairs receiving support on two or more classification schemes
are presented in Table 18.

Table 18

Degree of Commonality Between Occupational Pairs
Based on Classification Approach

o

Occupational Pairs _ Forms Degree

Baker AutO Body 'Repairer c,. Moderate'
Low

Baker Carpenter,, i3 High,
E 'High

a.

Baker Plumber 8 Moderate
C Moderate
D Moderate
E High.

--, Auto Body Carpenter A lxikrate
, f C High

, .
Aut6 Body, Plumber A Low

C. Moderate
- .

\
Carpenter Plumber A .... Moderite

C High
.1

E High

Carpenter Machinist A Moderap
High

The pattern of fhe findings in.botudies, while not overwhelmingly so, appear to be sithilar.
The indicated commonalities between job pairs were more numerous for the classification scheme
approach than for the supervisor judgment technique. A cdutious and tentative inference might be
drawrqthat the classification scheme approach is at least as effective as supervisor judgment, and
perhaps more sensitive in identifying the existence of job,relationships.

Task...Ratings Compared to Job Ratings

An additional exploration was conducted to compare results from the task and job ratings pro-
* cedures. The four jobs of Printer; Dairy Farmer, Machinist, and Administrative Assistant were

selected from the 12 jobs used in the study. These jobs represent three of the five occupational
groupings studied. The jobs and groups they represent are illustrated on the next page.
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A Priori Job Grouphy
Data-Psopla-ThiugsHolland SOS Codes

Reationship> _

Printer

Dairy Farmer

Machinist

Administrative Auistant

Realistic-Investigative Things

Realittilnvestigative Data-Things

Roalistic-Invutigative Data-Things

Enterprising-Sot:ad Dots

Classification scheme ratings, based on the whole job/were collected from three raters for each..
job. The same attribute, process, content domain, action, and object categories used in the task,
rating process were used in the job rating approach. However, the raters expressed their judgments
by indicating;on a seven-point interval scale, the degree to which each classification cate9ory a
requirement of the job. Each respondent indicated only one response to each category of each clas-
sification scheme, resulting in a total of 86 ratings per respondent. /The theee scores provided by the
raters for each category were averaged.

For the purpose of comparison the average scores were translated into No, Low, Medium or
High rating according to the followMg scheme.

-
Average Rating
Per Category Code

Below 2.7 No

2.7 to 3.9 Low

4.0 to 4.9 Medium

5.0 and above High

Recall that the number of tasks requiring a category, as determined by the task rating approach,
min also be translated into No, Low, Medium or High ratings according to the follow1ngscheme (see
section on Measures of Job Relationships).

Task Rating Code

0 tasks No

1-4 tasks Low

5-9 tasks Medium

10 or more tasks High

By translating the absolute task ratings and the relative job ratings into the No, Low, Medium,
and High codes we were able to make a comparison of the relative amount of agreement between the
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task rating and job rating approaches. 'We recognize that this procedure is at best an approximate
cohiparison and caut ion should be exercised in drawing conclusions regarding the results.

However, this procedure provided a mechanism for determining both the numbers arid percen-
tage of agreement between the two approaches as shown in Table 19.

Classification
Scheme

A
42 Attributes

8
12 Processes

e
6 Domains

D.
23 Actions

3 Object Types

Tab's 19

Percent of Matched Ratings Between
Task arid Job Rating Procedures

(and showing number of rating,catqgories in agreeMent)
4

Rating
Occupation

Printer Dairy FarMer Machinist Admin. Asst.

55% 55% 64% 81%

High 3 '7 6 10
Medium' 2 3 .. ' 1 6
Low 2 2 1 4
No 16 11 19 14

25% 50% 25% 25%

High 1 1 0 1

Medium A 1 1 1 0
Low 'I,' 0 3 0 2
No 1 1 2 0

67% 67% ,, 67% 83%

High 1 1 1
,

1
Medium 1 2 0 1

Low. 0 0 04 0
. No ,.... 2 1 . 3 3-

4
30% 30% 26% , 48%

High 1 0 0 0
Medium 2 3 0 2
Low 3 2 1 9
No 1 2 5 0

67% 100% 67% 100%

High 1 2 1 2 0
Medium 1 1 0 1

Medium 0 0 1 0
No 0 ;J0 0 0

The number of matched ratings on Form A (Human Attributes) were highest on Administrative
Asistant with 34 out of 42 matched, for a rating agreement of 81%. Machinist was next highest with
27 out of 42 for 64% agreement. Printer and Dairy Farmer were lowest with 23 out of 42 for,55%
agreement.
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The Form B ratings (Psychological Processes) produced the following results. Dairy Farmer,
6 out of 12 tot .50%, Administrative Asiistant, Printer, and Machinist at 3 out of 12 for 25% agree-
ment.

The percentages for Form C (Content Domains) Were reasOnably'high; at 83% for Administra-
tive Assistant, and 6.7% for Printer, Dairy Farmer, and,Machinist. The increaied 'agreement obtained
with this rating form was to he expected because the nOmber of categories was Small.

The Form D ratings (Action Processes) resulted in agreement measures of 48% for Administra-
tive Assistant, 30% for Printer and Dairy Farmer, and 26% fbr Machinist.

Raters responding to the job rating instruments were provided the opportunity to rote every ,

category of the five schemes. However, the average rating for some of the categories were well below
the scale midpoint of the 4.0 level. A comparison was made of (a) the number of attributes rated at
4.0 or above on the job rating approach with (b) the number of categories receiving a consensus of
at least three raters on the task rating approach. The tbtal number of categories thus rated as
(wired for the occupation by each approach are presented in Table 20.

table 20

. Comparison of Numbers'of Categories Required by
Task and Job Rating Approaches.

Occupation,
Classifivation Schema

A (42)
'Task Job

Et (12)
Task Job

C(6).
Task. Job

D (23)
Task Job

Printer 13 14 5 4 2 2 7 14,

Dairy Farmer 11 19 r..) 11 3 12.3 6 19

Machinist 10 11 3 2 2 1 5 7

Administrative , ..18 23 '3 12 3 2 11 23
Assistant

E (3)
Task Job

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses indicate total number of categOries on each form.

,The numbers of categories selected were similar for Fiarms A, C, and E. However, Forms B
and D were considerably different, with almost twice as many categories selected by the job ratintj
procedure as by the task rating approach. The result of this difference was an increase in the num-
ber of categories on vThich a match.was obtained between procedures. For Administrative Assistant
all categories on Forms B and D were rated 4.0 or above by the job rating approach, resulting kn a
match with every category selected by the task 4pproach. Therefore, while the percentage of agree-
ments were somewhat higher for Adminiitrafive Assistant, they were due primarily to the lack of
discrimination between categories by the job rating approach.

In general, moderate to high levels of agreement between the two approaches were obtained.
Though the job rating l'irocedure required less time, the raters tended to rate all or most categories
of some sghemes as highly related. It woulkl appear that the task rating approach is more precise in
discriminating between the various attributes required or related to an occupation. ,
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IMPLICATIONS

Limitation's of Design and Application, A

Among the acknowledged limitations Of the design and application of Ors effort are:

1. Verit general classification of objects acted upon and ornfortnation input used in Forms
C and F.

1110
2. No classification of contexts for skill applicatio

3. Uncetain uttlity7ofthe separate use of the classjfications for each element of a task, as
compared to a possible combined use of the classifications'

4. Uncertainty of the relative job significance among task statements used for each occupation.

5. Other classification schemes for task elements ir for skill types may be more useful.

6. Complex definitions of categories for a number of the classification schemes, particularly
Forms B arid D.

7. Selection of,occupations was deliberately limited, and does not reflect professional, medi-
,c41, and technical occupations requiring very large amounts of training:

8. Use of project staff and others not fully knowledgeable of occupations as classification
raters.

9. Use of only five judges per task classification scheme for each occupation.

10. Use of a limited set (50) of tas fat' each occupation,

11. Nonavailability of task inverlioriesTepresenting occupations in a career progression.'
12. Degree or extent of skill development, durability, or persistence-were not considered.

A basic question remains as to which one or 0:0mbination of schemes are effective in, or provide
the most useful iniights fqr, assesSing or ide ing skills which are transferable among certain types
of work settings.or betwetin variouskocCupa I pairs. Many classification schemes exist for analyz-
ing occupations and workers (Ashley,.1977).

The limitations noted above should not d tract from the result(of this exploratory study. This
effort was intended as an initia nd brief examination of the feasibility of using task ratings to iden-
tify skill relationships amonlj s. There were obvious limitjitions, but it is our hope that by report-
ing this study, future studies may be planned more effectively.

Co& fusions

Firm conclusion fully substan i.tedby the empirical results and study design were not intended
om t h as only an initial foray to begin exploring the merit and feasibili.ty of task
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classifications as a basis for understanding trtinsferable skills. It is possible, however, to suggest ten-
tative conclusions, along with impressions gailied thrbugh the experience of conducting this study,
Such conclusions and impressions are reported bere.

t is apparent that tasks can be individually'classifiki, that at 'least some classificatibn schemes
produCe reasonable rater agreement for a wide assortment of types of tasks, and that such classifica-
tions can identify differential task characteristics. However, there is cause for hesitancy in suggesting
further stucly in Tore depth and sophistication, due to the conceptually complex and tedious chote
for persons asked to rate occupational tasks. The rating assignment was both laborious and difficult

.(as attested by alnlost unanious comments from the raters used in this study).

Additionally, to achieve greater comprehensiveness, discrimination, and reliability by.the clas-
sification schemes employed here, even more raters would be necessary for each occupation studied.
This would require a very determined and imaginative-effort.

,

larities in underlying skill requirements. Task classification seemingly is one way of attaining that
goal.

Yet there would seem to be real value ir) being able to specify the nature of occupational simi-

Of the classification schemes.,as used here, the Hilman Attributes (Form A) provided the great-
e-st usefulness in enabling meaningful clusters of related occupations to be generateI, Most of the
42 Wtritfute categories of that scheme received a high'degree of use, and that use wanuch as to pro-
duce many points of rater agreement.fopeach occupation. When pairs of occupation were compared
with respect to characteristic attributes, again rhost of the.attribute categories were brought into.
play. It seemed that a different set of occupations could readily bring all of the attributes into useas points of occupation, similarity.

In the present study, nearly every one of the 600 tasks had at least two required attributes, as
rated on Form A by three or more of the five raWrs per task. As with jobs as a INtrole, some tasks

,

have requirements for ilitiple categories within a classification scheme. Even with the three-category
scheme of Data-Peopld1Wings e?bjects of action (Form E), raters often expressed a need to use more .
than one category to characterize a task.

While the attributes of rorm A appear the most useful in generating occupational clustersand
in
..

identi
.

fying specific points of relationship between jobs, that system also required about four .

times as long to complete the ratings as did the next lengthiest ,classification form (Form B or D). .

It seems possible that the results from use of Form B (Psychological Processes) and Form D (Action
Processes) could be improved by (a) clarifying and simplifying-their category definitions and by (b)
permiting raters to choose more than one category per task.

In ntgard to measures of similarity between pairs of occupations, there appears some itIteresting
differences achieved by use of the /d2 statistic on task tally sums, as opposed to the filibsure of per-
cent of classification categories held in common. The Ed' of category rating frequendes seeMs to
yield a measure of relation that reflects the whole job. There often was a high usage of certain ohm?'
sification categories, even though little rater agreement was achieved for those categories on specific
tasks. For instance, ork Form A (Human Attributes) this occasionally occurred for attributes of
Materials, Visualization, Sensitivity to Problems, and Memory. It could be hypothesized that these
attributes r ect general characteristics of the job, even though they cannot be attributed to an
one partic ,i? r task.

A.
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On the other hand, th9Apercent in common" measur requires some agreement among.raters,
and is less influenced by higftsage of one classification category by a single rater. It therefore
would reflect.more stable job profiles.

Future Studies

Some ideas for further research are suggested here for the benefit of others who may wish to
pursue in more detail and subitance the idea of classifying occupational tasks as a means of identify-
ing transferable skills. Given some belief in the general merit and feasibility of the task classification
approach, there would appear to be a 'number of research issues that warrantserious.study.

Several testable'hypotheses :ppear meaningful:

1. An individual's potential for, occupational transfer increases as a function of th number
of categories (of a classificatiorY scheme) in which task skills have been developed, and ev n greater

.transfer potential would result if such task skillsa1e leatned for transfer.

2. After' learning (developing) a skill in one context, such as iq the performance of one task,
additional training practice in using (applying) that skill in other contexts enhances its potential for
transfer. This atsumes4hat transfer effect is measured by reduced time to,learn the new application
and to perform it effectively.

..,

3. Skills underlying a task in which performance proficiency has been developed have greater
potential foi transfer to the learning of other tasks having the same classification than to the learning
of tasks having a different classification.

If this latter hypothesis were true, it could become possible also to clbssify nonoccupational
life performance activities (such as occur in housekeeping, family living,.g.ivic participation, hobby, '

craft, sports) in whicio an Odividual has developed some proficiency., These classifications might
then be related to occuparional requirements similarly classified, one Means of providing useful
career guidance. The potential here is for a youth, hompmaker, or displaced worker to make effi-
cient occupational use of skills that have already been developed.

Additional questions for study arise out of the limitations acknowledged in the present exOlor- --
atory study:

1. 'Would more useful classification profiles result if worker-oriented task statements were
rated, instead of the job-'-'N'iented task statements that were used?

2. Vyould more useful distributions of occupational skill chlracteristics result from use of
Forms B (Psychological processes): C (Content Domains), D (Action Processes), and E (Objects of
Actions) if ratemwere allowed to indicate,multiple categories off classificatjon for tasks, as was done
on Form A (Human Attributes)?

3. Can a meaningful and useful classification scheme be developed for rating Contexts of
Task Perfotmance? ,

,r_/
4. Are there other elements Of task statements, or combinations of elemehts, that would be

worth classifying?
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5. Are there feasible pays of rating the level or extent of skill developed, along with the task
classification?

. ,--
6. Is the classifying of the elements of task statements (i.e., input, action, object, content)

a useful method for identifying underlying task skills, or is it better to:generate skill classifications
directly from the task statement as a whole unit of activity?

7. Would more itiseful Glassification profiles result if task ratings were weighted by the job
significance or performance frequency of each task?

Quite obviously, the feasibility and utility of applying other task clasiification schemes could
be investigated, using each of the four conceptual bases outlined by Fleishman (1975):

1. Behavior description approach, using worker-ofiented variables.

2. Behavior requirements approach,.describing the behavioral or.functional processes that
'intervene to enable a worker to achieve task proficiency.

3. Ability requirements approach, describing tasks in terms of the'abilities required of the
worker.

4. Task characteristics apn4roach, describing properties or characteristics of various task
components.

A-one means of assessing the merit of job relationships estabalished by a particUlar classification
scheme, it might be useful to compare relationships identified (a) for occupations representing a ca-
reer progression, (b) with those of lateral occupations not in the career progression, and (c) with
those ot apparently unrelated.occupat ions. .

There is also a peed to test out the generalizability (transferability) of skills inherent wIthin one
type of task cluster, particularly as such skills may usefully transfer across different occupations to
tasks of the same type.

43
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1.

APPEND1X A

Special Perforirance Contexts for Tasks

INSTRUCTIONS: Indicate which, if any, of the context categories are most descriptiveof the job
situation or conditions under which each task typically is performed. These Should be the most
distinctive ones for each task ps the Worker senses them, and indicating the significant qualities
of the job context that influence performance of that task.

Physical Factors

1. Exposure to physical hazards, such as dangerous operating machinery., moving or falling
objicts, toxic conditions, slippery or unstable platforms, high places, electrical shock,

2. Prelence of physical disturbances or distractions, such as vibration, noise intensity, sud-
den or fluctuating temperature changes.

3. Presence of unpleasant or trying physical conditions, such as controlled temperature ex-
tremes, excetsive moisture or humidity, dirt/grease/dust, general noise and light extremes, offensive
odors, close quarters for workirii

4. PresenQe-of unpleasant or trying weather conolitions, such as stOrms (sand, rain, snow),
icy or muddy rpads or equipment, blowing dust or dirt, very hot or cold temperatures.

5. Performance difficulty due to special attire or obstructions, such as awkward or bulky
protective clothing,, gloves, goggles, masks, headsets, weighted shoes.

Organizational and Work Structure Factors c
6. Presence of disturbances or distractions.due to work interruptions or variatiori in time

available.
,

7. Pressure of performance time, accuracy, or cost effectiveness standards and constraints.

8. Restrictions of structured or constrainfid processes, such as specified operating procedures,
codified work rules, close supervision. Ob

9. Procedural difficulty due to insufficient or unstructured rules, directives, manageinent
decisions.

10. Procedural difficulty due to inadequate or improper equipment, tools, or material.

Psycho-Social Factors

1 1 . Presence of unpleasant or trying interpersonal situationsouch as interpersonal conflict,
unpleasant, social relationships.
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12. Dealing with qncertainty, such as incomplete information, partial malfunctions,'conflict
of rules,

13. Stresses due to danger, fatigue, emergency.

lik14. Emphasis on cooperation and involvement with others, such as teamwork, assistan ,
work in presence of others, supervisionof others.

15. Pressure of a considerable amount of responsibility, such asIfor financial or material con-
sequences of errors, .goal achievement, skill development,and updating, awareness of events and con-
ditions.

Many of these categories 1..ere derived from the Diniensions of Work Context reported by J. A.
Riccobono and J. W. Cunningham, Work dimensions derived through systematic job analysis: A
replicated study of the Occupational' Analysis Inventory (Ergometric R&D Series Rbp. No. 6, Center
Res'. Mono. No. 9). Raleigh: North Carolina State University at Raleih, Center ,$r Occupational
Education, 1971..

ft
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APPENDIX B

Questionnaire for Form A

Contents:

1. Procedural instructions to raters on task questionnaires.

2. Occuliational listing of tasks to be rated. (for one sample occupation)

3. Response sheets for Form A task ratings. (reduced size, first page only)

4. Definitions of attribute categories. (reduced size)

INSTRUCTIONS

General Information

This package.contains three separate rating forms labelled in the upper left corner, as Al B, and
C. Also enclosed is a Background Information form and a return envelope. Complete the Background
Inforfnation form.'

Each task rating form uses a different rating system to rate the same fifty task stateMents.

The task statements to be used with Form A are attached to the front of The form. Each
numbered task statement corresponds to the number at the top of each column of boxes, beginning
on page one and ending on page five of the rating form.

The last page of each form presents, explanations and definitions of the terms for the par-
ticular rating system usell with each form.

After you have completed the forms, place them along with the Background Information
form in the return envelope and mail it to The Center.. In some locations I will return to pick up
youf materials and will notify ycku in advance.

If you have any questions or problems with the instructions or the forms, please call me (collect)
at:

Bill Ashley
The Center for Vocational Education
Columbus, Ohio
(614) 486-3656, Ext. 282
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Procedures

Look over each rating form to familiarize yourself with the format and rating system.

Detach the explanation sheet (last page) for easy refirenee.

A response on any of the three forms will be made by writing in the proper code number,.
placMg a check mark; ordrawing a circle. You do not need to write in any terms..

Form Ai,

1. Read thefirtt task statement on the attached list. (The list may be detached for
convenience.)

2. Select each ability area (printed on the left margin) #lat, if lacking, would inhibit a
worker from adequately performing the task. (Select not more than ten for each task.)

3. Place a check in each box in Co/wnn 1 to indicate your rating of Task 1.

4. Repeat the same procedure for Task Statement 2 and so on.

Form B:

1. Read the first task statement and select the,one Psy6hologicalTrocess which best
describes the primary skill a worker uses to perform that task. Write the code number for the process
on the blank line to the right of the task statement.

2. Next, niove to the second column and circle one of the Content Domain codes to
indicate the primary area of content knowledge and activity.

3. Repeat the procedure for each remaining task statement.

Form C:

1. Read the first task statement and select the one Action Process which best describes
the primary process a worker uses to perform that task. Write the code number for the process on
the blank liffe to the right of the task statement.

2. Next, move to the second column and circle one of the codes to indicate the type
of item acted upon in the task.

3. Repeat the procedure for each remaining tas1( statement.
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PROPERTY MANAGER

1. Advise owner of benefits during initial planning orpr'oject

2. Advise owner on rental market, costs, and ratios.

3. Analyze specific site locations for project.

4. Estimate operating income.

5. Purchase up-to-date maps of grounds and roads.

6. Otder information sheets on local services.

7. Post record of tenant activities.

8. Develop vital statistics and profile of tenant.

Orite publicity material.

10. Write advertising copy.

11. Compile statistics on'school age children for local school board.

12. Determine size of needed personnel force.

11. Dedde upon' employe'e performance standards.

14. Interview a prospective employee.

15. Train an employee to show model apartments.

16. Write work schedules and time sheets.

17. Telephone for outside service.

18. Write a newsletter:

19. Enter changes in current and expected vacancies,

'20. Write a prospective tenant list.

21. Contact prospective tenants whv a vachncy arises.

22. Schedule sales presentations.

23. Rmrnish model apartment kir show.

24. Telephone undecided prospect.

50
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+AP

25. Direct an applicant in filling out forms.

26. Check credit rating on an applicant:

27. Prepare general lease agreement.

28. Describe service and tenant obligations.

29. Explain terms and meaning of covenants.

30.. Receive deposit.

31. File lease and record expiration date.

32. Prepare rent expiration report for owner.
S.

33. Inspect vacant apartment for needed repairs.

34. Schedule move-in of new tenants.

35. Schedule move-outs.

36. Inspect apartment for security refund and estimate cost of damages.

37. Deposit rent payments.

38. Follow:up delinquent tenants.

39. File tenant communications.

40. Report irregular paying tenants to owner.

41. Clean common area and clubroom.

42. Schedule social and recreation progratn.

43. Ccotract security guards.

44. Plan traffic and parkirig patterns.

45. Publish recreation area safety rules.

46...Post records of cash outlay.

47. Locate service people for tenant.

48. Inspect property and determine maitenance needs.

49. Inventory rental/loan equipment in stooge.

50. Prepare monthly report.

51
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IDENTIFYING HUMAN ATTRIBUTES
REQUIRED TO PERFORM SELECT TASKS

(Neeb, Cunningham, & pass, 1971)

Read each task statement and then check,the ability areas that, if lacking, would inhibit a worker from adequately
performing the task. CHECK ONE OR MORE, as necessary, but not more than 6 to 10 for a single task.

, -

GENERAL VOCATIONAL CAPABILITIES
1 2

Tools 1 1.

PhysicalA Mechanical Systems 2 I

StationezyNachine and Equipment Operation 3 1

Vehicle Operation 4
ConneCtions and Fittings 5 1

Fluid/Systems
Mess ring Instruments

6
7 1

Electricity 8 L

Layout and Visualization 9 (7
Structures 10

Medical and First Aid 11
Materials 12
Chemicals 13 1.

Foods and Cooking 14 L.
Biological Systems 15

Arithmetic Computations 16
Arithmetic Applications 17
Clerical 18
Verbal Communication 19
Sales 20

Service
Dealing with Social Situations

21
22 [Ii

L-
E

*Etiquette and Social Grace
Style and Grooming

23
24 I I L

COGNITIVE CAPACITIES

Form Perception 25 0 El
Perceptual Speed 26 Li El
Spatial Scanning 27 LI Li
Spatial Orientation 28 LI n
Vispalization 29 L. LI
Number Facility- 4 30 LI Li
Memory 31 L1 E1
Verbal Comprehension 32 L1 0
Grammer
Spelling

33
34

LI Li
ci Li

Expressional Fluency 35 [i] L I
ldesitional Fluency 36 L i 17.1

Sensitivity to Problems 37 0 LI
'LI*Deductive Reasoning 38

Otiginality 39 LI Ll
Social Intelligence 40 n L1
Aesthetic Judgment 41 ri LI
Musical Talent 42 .L1 Ll
None of the Above 43j [71

52

TASK NO.
4 6

4 1

s

6
7
8
9

10

11
la
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

El LI LI 25 LI
LI Li Li 26 El
LI Ll 0 27 Li
LI 11 [1:1 28 LI
El LI L71 29 '0
Ll' LI LI 30 El
Li Ai El 31 Li
L1 Li El 32
Ei 0 33 LIn LII 0 34 [71

LI L. 1 [ 1 35 LI
I.. I 1 . I L I 36 El
Li I. .1 1.1 37 El

1 HI L. 1 38
Li Li 39 D.

LI LI 0 40 0
Li 1 I L3 41 Ei
Li L.1 Li 42 Ei

Ll Li 43 El

5 3

7

LI
LII

8
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GENERAL VOCATIONAL CAPABILITIES (Based on Neeb, Cunningham, & PasS, 1971)

TOOLS Use of common hand tools, portable power tools and,
equipment (electrical, gasoline, pneumatic, etc.) or selected
special tools, including delicate precision tools. -grAdr--

PHYSICAL & MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Knowledge of ele-
mentary mechanical and2physical principles and mechanical
components (pulleys,..sears, fulcrums, inclined plane, levers,
tension, compression,Jdrce, weight), and skill in applying
these to tasks.

STATIONARY MACHINE AND EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS
Operating statiohary equipment such as drill presses, lathes,
book binding machines, meat slicers, sewing machines, etc.
(but not including office machines such as typewriters).

4. VEHICLE OPERATION Operating vehicles effeCtively. includ-
ing knowledge of vehicular motion, operator maintenance, or
relevant safety considerations.

5.. CONNECT IONSAND FITTINGS Use of threads, flanges,
solder Joints, zippers, welds, packing, washers, etc.

6. F LUID SYSTEMS Understanding. of leak detection measures;
solid, liquid, and gas transfOrrns; pressUre; valves; safety devices;
or thermostats.

7. Mt ASUR ING I NSTRUMEATS Competence in using measuring
instruments including knowledge tif units of measurment, toler-
ances, or principles of measurement and estimation.

8. ELECTR ICITY Knowledge of principles and coreepts of elec-
tricity, electro-mechanics, or electronics.

9. LAYOUT AND VISUALIZATION. Doing layouts and drawings,
including use of drawing tools, sealing and measuring instru-
ments, clothing patterns, typewriter spacing and compOsing of
format, labels and dimensions, -or basic geometric principles.

10. STRUCTURES Knowledge of accepted standards of structural
design including such principles as maximum strength, use of
building materials and insulation, maximum weather protection,
or removal of damaged structUres.

11. MEDICAL AND F I RST AID Knowledge of medical and first aid
practices and techniques and capacityto use this knowledge in
treating injuries or illnesses.

12. MATER IA LS Knowledge of the characteristics, properties, or
uses of common materials.

13.' 111;lEMICALS Knowledge of common chemicals, chemical com-
ponents, or their reactions and effects..

14. FOODS AND COOKING Knowledge of common foods; their
preparation and compositioni basic food chemistry; diets; or
food sanitation.

4wie.

15. BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS Knowledge of anatomy, physiology,
or the,functioning of life systems.

16. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION Carry out basic ethmetic
operations (addition, subtraction, division, multiplication).

17 AR ITHMET IC APPLICATIONS Use arithmetic and bdokkeep-
ing conventions including rules and common practice for graphs,
tables, charts, ledgers, service records, etc.

18. CLER ICA L Knowledge of office routines,.letter format, copy
ing, filing procedures, and basic office machine operation (for

.example, typewriters, adcfriltfmachines, postage meters, ca.lcu .
lators, etc.)

19. VE RBAk COMMUN ICAT ION Oral and written expression'and
comprehension including the giving of effective instructions;
writing letters or preparing rel5orts; defending opinions; readipg
rapidly with high retention; understanding lectureh and brief-
ings; or speaking effectively.

20. SALES Assessitig customer's needs and then matching customer;
product, and sales technlhue.

21. SERVICE Knowledge of customer's or client's rights and needs,
and the riules and procedureS of effective service, including use

, of this knowledge to client's advantage and satisfaction./
a
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GENERAL VOCATIONAL CAPABILITIES Continued

fn. DEALING WITH SOCIAL SITUATIONS - Perceiving social
situations correctly and reacting appropriately.

33. GRAMMAR - Deal with forms and structures of words and their
customary arrangement in phrases and sentences.

, 23. ETIQUETTE AND SOCIAL GRACE - Knowledge of the social 34. SPELLING - Use letters properly to form words; distingUishbehavior, manners, and ceremonies established by convention
as acceptable for the situation and the followini of these rules between correctly spelled and misspelled words.
in the work performance.

35. IO'NAL1F LUENCY Rapily put ideas into words,
esp.. ;Ily in oral orwritten commurfication.24. STYLE AND GROOMING Knowledge of proper attirb and'grooming for the situation or activity. 36. IDEATIONAL FLUENCY Rapidly form or entertain ideps orq.
new impressions about a given topic (such as in committee25. FQRM PERCEPTION Perceive pertinent detail in objects or inpictorial or graphic material; make fine visual comparisons and

discriminations among characteristics such as shapes and shad-

planning meeOngs or in being confronted by challenging
situations or clients).

ings of figures or objects and widthsaand Ningths of lines. 37. SENSITIVITY TO PROBLEMS Recognize practical problems,
deficiences in courses of action or organizational plans, or26. PERCEPTUAL SPEED - RaPicily Perceive pertinent detail in

textual or tabular materials; rapidly perform simple visual implications of ectiVities.
discrimination tasks.

38. DEpUCTIVE R EA NING - Take given premises or facts, and.
;teach a conclusion that necessarily follows from such givens

27. SPATIAL SCANNING Visualli explore a wide or complicated
(such as, infer what c-Onsequsences are likely to result if a par;field with the objective of identi4ying or detecting objects. . ticular course of action were'to be followe61).1 That is, having
a set of facts, state a conclusion (such as a mechanic determin-28. SPATIAL ORIENTATION Perceive spatial patterns; orientoneself in relatilsathe 'position and configuration of sur-
ing cause from symptoms).

rounding objects.
39. ORIGINALITY Produce responses or ideas Which are either

clever or uncammonly creative and imaginative.29. VISUAtIZAT ION Comprehend spatial. patterns in two or three
dimehsions and mentally manipUlate or transform them into 40. SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE - Process and use behavioral infor-other spatial patterns; visualize objects of two or three dimen-
sions; think visually of geometric forms. mation obtained through interaction with individual personsor groups.

30. NUMBER FACILITY Manipulate' numbers in arithmetical 41. AESTHETIC JUDGMENT - Make judgments concerning theoperations (especially addition, subtraction, multiplication, compositional organization of objects on the basis of artisticancdivisiOn) rapidly and accurately.
variations in unity, proportion, form, color, perspective, and
design..31. MEMORY - Mentally store pertinent information and recall itfor use within a short period of time (one minute to eight 42. ''MUSICAL TALENT - A combination of sens-Zary, psychomotor,hours).
and cognitive capabilities which provide facility in musical

32. VERBAL COMPREHENSION Understand meanings of words
endeavors (voice, instrument, composition, sensitivity).

and the ideas associated with theM, and use them effectively. 43. NONE OF THE ABOVE.
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Contents.

APPENDIX C

Ouettionnaire for Forms B and C

Occupation'al listing of tasks and response columns for Form B (Process) iind Form C
(Domain) task ratings (reduced size, firstpage only, for one sample occupation)

2. Definitions of process and domain categories. (reduced size)
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I.

A

IDENTIF Y PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES ANII CONTENT DOMAINS
FOR SELECTED TASKS lAltrhan, 1968)

DIRECTIONS: Read each Task Statement then select froni.the description sheet the Psychological
Process which t describes tray naturebt what the worker does. Write the Code
Number on the li le following the task statement. It you are most uncertain of a
process, check th4 box.

No. Task Statement

S.

1 Advise owner of benefits during Initial planning of projedt.

2 Advise owner on rental market, costs, -and ratios.

3. Analyze specific site locations for project.
0-

4. Estimate operating income.

5. Purchase up-to -,date miipslof grounds and roads.

6. Order information sheets on local services.

7. Post record of tenant activities.

B. Develop vital statistics and profile of tenant.

9. Write publicity material.

10. Write advertising copy.

11. Corrile statistics on school age children tor local chool bo'ard.

12. --f)etermine size of needed personnel force.

13. Decide upon employee performance standards.

1:1 Interview a prospective employee.

15. Train an employee to show model apartments.'

16: Wr ite work schedules and time sheets.

17. Telephone for outside service.'

18. Write a newsletter.

19. Enter changes in current.and expected vacancies.

20. Write a prospective tenant list.
4

60

Psychological
Process Code. Uncertain

t

Occupation: Property Manager

Circle.One designation of -

the Content Dgmain involvd
in performing tir task.

If uncertain,
check box

M E /S C/B S P H
M E S/S C/B S P [

M E S/S C/B S P

M E S/S C/B S P LI
M E S/S, C/B S P H
M E S/S C/B. S P

M E S/S C/B S P L
M E S/S C/B S P

M E. S/S C/B S P 1...

M E S/S C/B S P

M E S/S C/B S P L.

ro E. s/s C/B S P

M E S/S C/B S P L.

s/s C/B ,s P L

M E S/S C/B S P

M E S/S C/B S P
vtar

M E S/S C/B P

M E S/S C/B S P [

LI M E S/S C/B S P 1.

Li M E S/S C/B , S P dii

4.
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V

TYPES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESS
GENERAL VOCATIONAL CAPABILITIES (from Altman,

1, SENSING --- Perceiving a difference in physicat energies impinging
on a single sense modality.

13.

DETECTING Perceiving the appearance of a target within- a
background field.

CHAINING OR ROTE SEQUENCING Following a pre-specified
order of verbal and/or mator acts in carrying cut a procedure.

M4. DISCRIMINATING OR IDENTIFYING Perceiving the appear-
ance of a given target as distinct from other similar targets.
(Includes most association of nomenclature and locations with
required job operations.)

5. CODING Translating a perceived stimulus into another form,
locus, or language. (Not necessarily involving the application
of a sequence of logical rules.)

E

6. CLASSIFYING Perceiving an object or target as representative
of a particular class. (Where the objective characteristics of
targets within the class may be widely dissimilar.) S/S

7. ESTIMATING I (discrete case) Perceiving distance, size, and/or
rate without the application of meesuremeht instruments, with
discrete recording or responding (static estimation).

B. ESTIMATING II (ociRACKING) Perceiving and reacting to a
changing distance, size, and/or rate withodt the application of

C/B

,measurement instruments, with contintious responding (dyna-
mic estimation).

9. LOGICAL MANIPULATION Application of formal rules of
' logic and/or computation to an input as a basis for determin-

ing the aPproPriate output. S

10. RULE USI Executing a course of action, including one or
more contingencies; by the application of a rule or principle.

11. DECISION MAKING Choosing one out of a field of alternative
actions in a probabilistic situation. (Including the following
of optimum strategy in non-rote behavioral sequencing.)

t12. PROBLEM SOLVING - Resolving courses of action where routine
application of "rules" for "logical manipulation" and "decision
making" would be inadequate for an optimum choiae. (Sams Ato imply the integration and adaptation of existing principles
into novel, specialized, or higher-order rules.k

NONE OF THESE.

1966)

CONTENT DOMAINS

ME CH AN ICA L Organized body of knowledge dealing with the
operation, maintenance, or design of machines and mechanical
systems: (Includes both stationary and vehicular mechanical
systems, components, mechanical principles, fluid systems,
tools, connections and fittings, measurement, and safety prin-
ciples relating to mechanical devices.)

ELECTRICAL Encompassing the concepts and principles of
electricity, eleCtro-mechanics, and electronics. (Includes de-
vices and functions, characteristics of components, symbols,
safety, circuits, ete.)

5

SPATIAL/STRUCTURAL Application of geometric, numerical,
and drawing techniques to structural design and representation.
(Includes layout and visualization, analysis oi structures in
geometric ter)ns, drawing instruments and standards, construc-
tion methods, uses for building materials, scaling and measuring.)

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL Application of concepts and
principles of chemistry, biology, and piPlysics to materials,
chemical components and reactions, biological and Medical

systems, and to foods and cooking. (Includes principlesof
hygiene, chemical dangers, toxicity.) .

SYMBOLIIC Computational and symbolic manipulation *Ills
involving either verbal or nu7flerical components. (Includes
arithmetic operations and symbol systems, bookkeeping con-
ventions, spoken and'written language, clerical skills emaciated
with'the production/processing/storage of written communica-
tions and records, giving and taking of instructions, preparation
and presentation of reports.)

PEOPLE - Aspects of human in action and relations inVolved
in behaviorpn t6e job, dean with. emergencies and social
situations, sales, and service. Includes behavior relating fo
style/grooming/etiquette/job conventions, ethical/legal/social
criteria governing behavior in entirgencies and other non-
routine situations, persuasive interactions with or between
workes or clients, supervision and subordinate behavior.)

61
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APPENDIX D

Qucestionnaire for Forms D and E

Occupational listing of tasks and response columns for Form D (Actions) and Form E
(Objects) task ratings. (reduced size, first pagb only, for one sample occupation)

2. Definitions of actiOR and object categories. (reduced size)
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IDENTIFYING WORKER ACTIONS AND ITEMS ACTED UPON SELECTED TASKS

DIRECTIONS: Read each Task Statement then select the Action Process which best describes thenature of what the woiker does. Write the Code Number on the line following theTask Statement. If you are most. uncertain of a process, check the box.

No. Task Statement

I Advise owner of benefits durMy Mitre! p nning of project.
2 Aift/ise owner on rental market, costs, and ratios.
3. Analyze specific site locations for project.
4 Estimate operatinvicome.

5. Purchase up-to date maps of grounds and roads.

6. Order informatiorisheets on local serviceS.

7. Post record di tenant activities.

8. Develop vital "statistics and profile of tenant.
9. Write publicity material.

10. Write advertising copy-

11. Compile statistics on scfool age children for local school board.
12. Determine size of needed personnel force.
13. Decide upon employee performance standards.
14. Interyiew a prospective employee.'

15. Train an eMployee to show model aparbnents.
16. Write work schedules and time sheets.

17. Telephone for outside service.

18. Write a newsletter.

19. Ehter changes in current and expected vacancies.
20. Write a prospective tenant list.

64

Actioffb.
Process Uncertain
Code

41

.

Occupation: Property Manager

Circle One designation of
the Object Or typo of item
acted upon in each task..

If unCertain,
check box .

D P T Li
D P °T-

D P T

D P T L:l
D P T LII
D P T J.
D P T. L]
D P T Li
D P T

D P * T LII
.D P T 0
D' P T Li

I I

D P T Li
D P T

T Li
D P T 0
D P T. I

D P T LI
D P T I

)65



1

ACTION PROCESSES (frOrn Miller, 1974)

'1. INPUT SELECT Selecting whit to pay attention to next.

2. FILTER Screening out what does not matter.

17.

18.

3.-ThUEUE TO CHANNEL Lining up to get through thii.gate.
(Sequencing:organizing, or prioritizing things to be attended
to.)

19.

4. DETECT Is something there?

'b. SEARCH Looking for something. (Where the object of the
search is known.)

20.

6. IDENT IF y What is it and what is its name? (Recognize and
apply a label to an object or entity; 'diagnose.) . 21.

CODE Translating the same information from one form
another.

so

\
8. INTERPRET What does it mean? (Including pattern recog- -

nit ion.)

22.

23.
9. CATE GOR I ZE Defining and naming a group of things.

10*. TR.ANSMIT Moving something from one place to another. 24.

11. STORE Keeping something intact for future use. (Includes
retrieval search, long-term memory.)

12. SHORT-TERM MEMORY Holding something temporarily.

13. COMPUTE Figuring out a logical or mathematical answer
to a defined problem. D

14. COUNT Keeping track of how many.

15. DECIDEISELECT - Choosing an available response to fit a
situation.

16. PLAN Mptching resources over time to expectations of needs. T .

(Predicting pogible future conditions and identifying what
responses to make to thernA

TEST - Is it what it should be? (Sensing, comparing, and de-
ciding.)

CONTROL - Changing an action according to.plan. (Includes
equipment operation or repair, physical or symbolic control:
behavior direction and guidance of h transient nature.)

EDIT Arranging, correcting, or converting things according .
to rule. /`.

ADAPT/LEARN - Makingierfti remembering new responses to a
repeated situation. (Relatively permanent changes in quality
or quantity of performance.) .

DISPLAY - ShoWing something that makes sense. (Arranging,
formating, patterning, or structuring for human perception
and interpretation.)

PURGE - Getting rid of the dead stuff. (Eliminate the unwanted,
erase, turn off, forget.)

RESET Getting ready for some different action. (Conclude
the prior and shiffset for the next.)

NONE OF THESE:

D-P-T OBJECTS OF AN ACTION PROCESS
(from U.S. Department of Labor, 1965)

DATA - Information in sorne form, knowledge, conceptions,
numbers, word'i, symbols, ideas, 'and orpl verbalizations
(resulting from observation, investigation, interpretation,
Asualization, and mental creation).

PEOPLE - Human beings; also animals and other living creatures.

THINGS Inanimate objects as distinguished from human beinge'
and animals: tangible sdbstance9 or materials, machines, tools,
equipment; and products.

6 '7
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APPENDIX E

IA Mammas of Tack Welationship Between Occupations .

Form A: 42 Human Attributes .

Form B: 12 Psychological Processes

Form C: Atontent Domains
,

jorm D: 23 Action Processes

Form g. 3 Objects of Action

r;

p.

61

110

9

44.

.41

68
.1

4.



Baker

Printer

Auto Body

Carpenter

Plumber

Auto Mechanic

Dairy Farmer

Machinist

Nurseryworker

Admin. Assistant

Property Manager

Merchant

m

Form A (Attributes)

4.1
C k(..)....C. 445 g C! t

E
..Ne

C5. il g
2 Li.

.0
c

<
d

>-

i.
E
2

E 2 :'.2 1E i :E o
m = co z -t) 0z

2989 1830 5164 2973 3796 1492 3473 1263 2398 1191 2277

2428 5171 3760 3683 2763 20141_ 2800 4533 3430 4462

2584 1150 1581 944 2453 1119 3512 2291 3407

3021 2182 3028 3189 344 t 6888 5737 6523

1459 1475 3480 2028 4233 3218 4186

1588 31.25 2533 4830 4289 5303
a.

2537 945 3166 1837 2761

2754 4655 3854 4438

1475 , 567 1005
4

846 1306

912



CA)

%._

ft
a)
#..,

...v c
a)
03 n_

ca
0

Form B (Promises)

.

ct ;''
tvc

-6.
0 R g

. u a )...
._.LI!

._.c. c
.t)

.....
cta-

(_c...) a.. E
(xi D 73 2 ta g z < Q- 2

Baker 208 69 314 15 74 751 671 75 413 397 67

337 50 127 318 243 151 81 67 51 35

Auto Body 503 1868 19. 1064 904 148 236 580 216

Carpenter 227 474 107 85 111 17 25 97
^P

Plumber 83 606 780 38 298 282 52

Auto Mechanic 1165 47 141 601 551 195

air armer 44 428 68 106. 370

Machinist
332 38 46 278

Nurseryworker
172 146 1-64

Admin. Assistant
10 130

Property Manager
114

a

Merchant

7 2



A

s

Oi
w -..

§ ,
03

6:

Form C-(C6ntent Domains)

.

.... ,
-§

r
ks .. LI_ .Sf ,..., .c

§ ....
.

a: < g0

Baker

Printer

Auto Body

Carpenter

Plumber

Auto Mechanic

Dairy Farmer

Machinist

Nurseryworker

Admin. Assistant

Property Manager

Merchant

1336 1120

54

768

.738

654

1347

31

61

625

2095

144

198

1338

151

547

371

203

791

324

707

2379

225

237

1379

218

33

790

298

757.

691

601

776

1406

547

1719

1773

2343

2595

2031

2330

3279

2396

3834

931

1260

2090

2318

1680

2077

2602

2113

3'535

66k

51

1302

2114

2354

1846

2092

3050

2143

3573

708.,

29

6

ft

7 3



Form D Actions)

,5t

CO Q-

co
12)6-

4-,

o

1:1
E

2 LL

0

c

Baker 480 314 34 . 30 158 57 1124

Printer 339 516 506 665 405 181

Auto Body
- 305 323 424 218 793

Carpenter 24 145 45 1162

Plumber 175 61 1172

Auto Mechanic 116 1259

Dairy Farmer 981

Machinist

Nurseryworker

Admin, Assistant

,

Property Manager f

'Merchant

7 5

49 22

3.89 476

244 . 141

41 44

41 42 .

166 167

40 59

995. 1117

45*

24 37

452 524

313 321

56 52

500 40

153 57

71. 49

1078 1210

59 53A

24 40

36



""

Form E (Objects)

V

.i

t ca 1 .g m u...
.E
.c

1

<lg. t
a.
L-
E

<§
e

ET_

E
m ' §3 < ci

t"
gc z

I A

Baker 68 152 56 2 122 170 266 66 . 1360 1046 1195

Printer 36 20 54 26 314 ,90 234 j 1940 1598 1771

Auto Body 32 126 2 494 18 402 2360 1994 2331

^ Carpenter 38 18 374 98 242 1848 164 999

Plumber 98 206 234 90 1417 1kB 1261

Auto Mechanic 458 32 356 2216 1878 2053

Dairy Farmer 626 62 1322 808 1053

Machinist 564 2786 2366 2581

Nurseryworker 986 642 801

Admin. Assistant 134 35 .

Property Manager 3 3

Merchant

73
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APPENDIX r
-

Occupational Distributions of Classification Ratings
and Number of Task Agreements

Form A Human Attributes

Form R : Psychological Processes

Form C: Content Domains

Form D: Action Pi ocesses

Form E3 Objects of Action

.NOTE: Column headings abbreviated as N and Tasks:

N = Number of ratings across all 50 tasks among five raters.

Tasks = Number of tasks on which at least three raters agreed
on classification category.

s.

4



1 I

Form A: Human Attributes
Baker

N Tasks

Printer

N Tasks

Auto Body

N Tasks

. Carpenter

N Tasks

1 Tools 41 2 77 8 156 34 234 49
2 Phys & Mach Systems 5

1 143 33 . 54 7 67 0
3 Stationffly Mach. & Eqpt Operations 32 1 121 29 16 2 1 0
4 Vehicle Operation, 0 0 7 0 10 0 2 0
5 Connections & F ittings 1 Q 18 0 41 0 17 0

6 F luid Systerils 3 o 36 4 11 1 1 o
7 Measuring lnstruMents 17 2 65 . 29 2 172 42
a. Electricity o o 18 1 10 1 o o
9 Layout '& Visualization 8 o 70 12 19 1 122 24

10. Structures 1 o 5 o 63 8 65 6

11. Medical & F irst Aid 5 1 6 0 0 0 0 0
12. Materials 13 0 104 16 .60 8 80 4
13 Chemicals 18 3 64 9 39 7 0 0
14 F oods & Cook ing 116 23 0 0 0 0 0 0
15. Biological Systems 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

16. .Arithmet ic Computat ion 21 2 22 4 8 1 90 9
1.7 Arithmetic Applications 29 , 3 49 5 19 1 74 6
18. Clerical 15 2 '17 1 10 2 0 0
19. Verbal Communication 1.8 3 21 1 18 1 9 0
20. Sales 20 0 2 0 2 0 0 0

21 Service 8 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
22. Dealing with Social Situations 11 1 5 0 1 ,0 0 .. 0
23 Etiquette-%Szcial Grace 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24. Style 81Gr ing 4 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
25 Form Percept ir n 10 0 35 3 32 2 35 0

26. Perceptual Speed 4 0 16 0 25 0 0 0
27. Spatial Scanning 3 o 44 2 16 1 6 o
28. Spatial Orientation 9 0 22 0 6 0 21 0
29. Visualization 16 0 65 7 39 5 70 7
30. Number Facility 14 2 23 o 7 0 51 0

. 4.

31. Memory 13 0 45 2 35 ii 1 18 0
32. Verbal Comprehension 13 2 7 o 17 0 4 0
33. Grammar 5 0 5 1 ..,--8 o o o
34. Spelling 9 3 6 1 7 0 o 0.
35. E xpressional F luency 10 2 13 0 3 0 0 0

36. Ideational luency 4 0 10 0 0 0 0 0
37. Sensitivity to Problems 22 2 15 0 34 0 37 , 0
38. Deductive Reasoning 17 2 25 0 35 1 '3 0
39. Originality 16 3 3 - 0 1 o o o
40. Social Intelligence 10 1 3 0* 1 o o o

41. Aesthetic Judgment 33 5 29 3 9 1 1 o
42. Musical Talent o o o o o o o° 0
X NO RATING GIVEN 26 0 0 0 1 0 .. 0 0

JOB TOTALS 627 67 2504 150 841 87, 1180 147

68

80



Plumber

N Tasks
Aut.() Mech.

N Tasks
Dairy Farm.

N Tasks
Machinist Nursetyworker Adn. Ant'.
N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks

Property M. Retail Mgr.

N Tasks N Tasks

1. 168 33 206 43 99 , 20 l3t 19 91 17 .,0 0 1 0 6
2. 62 6 104 16 62 4 69 3 16 2 0 1 0 2 0
3. 12 0 8 1 71 0 145 27 9 1 0 0 0 1 0
4. 7 0 il 1 9 52 10 32 0 19 2 0 0 1 0 1 0
5. 136 78 88 16 52 9 16 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

6. 41 6 53 9 24 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 6
7. 68 8 116 74 ---- 61 10 1 9 26 3 1 6 5 0 0 0 / 0 0
8. 3 0 36 7 22 5 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9. 59 5 36 0 17 0 3 17 3,31 3 . 4 0 8 , 1

10. 99 21 5 0 10 0 0 5 0 (.1 1 0 2 0 5 , Ill,

11. 0 0 1 0 2 0 i 0 0 *0 .0 p 0 : 3 1

12. 73 7 61 2 33 2 110 25 0 14 1 it 0 )0 0
13. 0 0 14 1 28 1 10 24 4 -0 0 ' 2 0 1 0
14. 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 .6 0 0.

.11

0 0 0 o
15. 1 o o 0 65 IS 0 18 2 . 0 0 0 i 0 0

16. rt-J.) 3 26 2 34 6 119 22 60 8 43 7 36 5 86 17
.17. 11 1 29 3 32 6 44 2 55 12 41 7 57 9 104 21
18. 16 3 7 0 4 0 0 0 55 11 105 18 69 10 117 23
19. 34 4 43 1 7 0 2 0 95 14 124 24 81 16 80 15
20. 2 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 47 6 0 0 32 5 38 5

21. 17 1 52 1 1 0 0 0 30 t1 28 1 41 2 23 2
22. 5 0 1 0 , -0 0 0 0 . 21 2 26 4 45 .6 35 7
23. 1 0 0 > 0 0 0 0 0 23 4 27 4 29 2 30 6
24. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0" 0 -11

r-.
0 10. 2 5 0 - 22 5

25. 11 0 51 4 12 0 73 8 8 1 22 1 5 1 6 0

26. 0 0 13 0 7 0 44 2 5 0 41 6 0 0 18 0
27. 3 0 39 1 .5 0, 3 0 10 1 17 0 14 3 8 1

28. 34 1 19 0 4 0 10 0 .10 1 8 0 6 1 7 0
29. 19 1 52 0 9 0 87 10 30 2 37

g
8 1 7 1

30. 10 1 . 39 3 2 0 25 2 35 3 43 29 3 8ff 17°

31. 25 2 108 18 5 0 . 86 8 . 33 1 107 19 20 0 1 67 2
32. 53 4 4 0 6 0 9 0 86 6 87 13 57 8 72 14
33. 8 2 9 2 0 0

-C11---.1

0 19 0 73 14 45 6 20 0
34. 2 0 15 4 2 0 / 0 15 1 63 10 35 6 9 0
35. 6 0 9 1 0 0.00 23 3 72 '16 62 9 38 6

36. 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 22 1 19 0 20 1

37. 0 0 51 0 14 0 8 0 24 6 44 5 84 13 53 6
38. 31 3 41 1 27 5 59 2 36 5 74 6 9 5 61 9

. 39: 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 5 1 20 3 18 1 20 1

40. 2 0 2 0 0 i 0 0 25
,..

5 29 5. 41 5 17 1

41.
42.

0
0

0
0

0 a
.0 0

6
0

.,:.
0
o

6.

9
0 15
o o

1

o
10
0

0
o

5
o

1

o
12
0 .

3
o .

X 1 o o 0 12 1 0 0 7 1 4 0 16
,

0 13 0

1077 140 143q 169 741 98 1292 160, 1068 136 1224 181 -902 118 1109 166

69



,Bakar
Print,. Auto

Dolly Mach. Farm.
Carpenter Plurnber Auto Dairy Machinist Iltirsery- Admin. Pro* Retail

worker Asst. Mg Merchant
Form Psychological' Probtisios N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N. Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N tasks N Tasks

.
.-

1 Sensing 0 0 6 0 0 6 o o 1 0 4... o - 5 2.0 2 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0
....

,
2 Detectmg 2

'
0 . 3 014 15 ... 1 0 .0 0 0 3 0. 4. 0 3 ' 0 6 0 .1 0 6 *(1 6 0

D

3 Chain,ingibr Eto,te Sequencing 152 30 83 17 156, 35 89 13 107 27 145 34 . 57 3 60 5 116 23 78 KJ '72 1 I. 105 . ? I

4 Discriminatir3g 0 r Identifying 2 Qi)) 21 3 8 1, 30 0 7 1 10 1 1' 10 1 76, 2 1.9 '.-0 10 0 11 0 13 0

5 Coding 6 0 12 '1 4 1. 414% 0 17 . 2 5 0 3 6 ,13 0 21 1 18 0 38 7 1 0
, .

... . 4:
6 Classifying 3' 0 9 0 3 o o o ** 0 4 0 3 0 0 0 11 0 17 5 t 0 . 13 0

.
3 0 14' 0 11 0 3 . 0 0 '4 b 1.2 0 5 0

. .4- Z 0 4 01111 4 0 4 0
...

.t / .E's.tirnat mg 1,411st:fete clisel

8 Estimating II Int (racking) 2 0 22 2 5 0 0 0 0 '''' 1 0, f3 0' .17 I 6 0 %. 6 .(3 1
%

(2
0r9 Loal Mitopulation

4

6 0 12 si 2 0 36 0 10 0 7 0 34 04145 0 13 0 26 0 .4%, -P. 4 0 14 I.)

10 Rule Using

O.44

r lik .. 31 4 31 0 .37 Q 61- 4 65 3 120 0 . 60 6 1 0 .18' , 1 41 2 49 , 0. 21. 0
,- -

. .. ) , I . .. 1 '
A 11 Duosioh Mak,hg 29 ;\ 5 29 2 .9 0 15 Q 28 5 23 0 '23 1 ' 0 .18 . ". 1.. 23r, 2 :16 1 73 '1 4

- I

. .u5s$
1 2 Pott(eM Solving .12 0 4 6 0 1 0 2 0 9 -0 27 4 29' 1 6 . 0 8 0 9.,. 0 ' 8 0 -""--L 7. 1

^x NO HAI INC; dIVEN 0 2 49 0 0 0 0- 7 0.00 5, ._.,0 8 0 10. .0- 17: 0 11 0 71 0
-,

.

., ,
,. . ,

0 17,
JOB TO r Aet ..25 39 250 25 '26-' .3/3. 250 t7 ,250 '38 250 39' 250 13 260 8 250 26:4 . 250 . 14 750 14 250' , .

4....
.. .

,. )- 1.4 .-' 1

,

1 r

.

t Baker Printer Auto .* arpenitr 'Plumber Auto ' airy Mithinist Nursery- Admin. Property Retail.. . Body . Mack, Farm. .worker r Asst. . Mir. Malthant
F. orni C _Content Domains ' ,i;; Talks N Tasks N Tasks,. N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N narks N Tasks N flasks PI Tasks N Tasks N Task s,.

7
M I ochnical M 28. 4 157 33 1.43 33 100 14 , 164 34 210 45 ,-.12fr' 25. at 1 47 59 (9 0 0 4 , 0 6 .0.

.

1.1 ikti 1 0 6 0.. 3 o o 0 9 0 `.. 14 3 0 0 0. 9 0 0 0 0

"5 6 30 0 43 ..3 116 .19 45 _it. () 0 7 g 1 Ills , 2 0
mar

1'3 1.

4 4, alvr ..
. - . . ..

t.7 11 1.:11emic.li 84 Bsologieal 9.3 2i 6 . 0 42 .6 -.0 0 0 3 0 80 1.7 . 1 0 42 7 0 0 0. U. 0 q. . 's Symbolic- ' . 37''' 8 39 5 ;13 . 28_ 6 119., -5 s17 ,2 -3 Q -54 12 195 40 162 35 173 3
. *I' People' 27 ..3 ' 12 Q, 0 0 0 0 11 ;42 1 2. 0 1 0 . 0 '4S) .53 4 9 29 5 60 10 s..,8 8.

.."1 .4 P...
.

k NO HA 1 I E N

, 4
j0113 .1 t AkS

S.

54. y1: 0

250 2504. 38 250

4 "

44

0

2 .0 . 8 ' 12

44 250 - 34: 250 47
EA'

A

.e

o o 29 1

4
6 . 0 . 9 0 8 0

-

250 5.0- 250 47 250 .49 250 39 250 47 71A 46

4.

t
.4-

.t



41.

Form D: Action Processes

s
Baker Printer Au 4 Carpenter Plumber Auto Dairy Machinist Nursery- Admin. Ploperty RetadBody Mech. Farm. worker Asst. Mgr. MerchantN Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N Tts N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks

1 1 n p u t Select 1/ 0 3 0 ',1 02 F mei
1 0 3 0 1- 0

4 Detect
3 OUltUe to Charmed 3 0 11 1

0 0 1 - 0
7 0
8 25 Search

1 0 2 0 2. 0

6 Idebtity
7 Code

0 0 0 0 2 0
4 0 4 0 4 18 I nterpket 2 0 0 0 2 09 Categor izo 0 0 5 0 0 010 Transrma 4 3 1 ' 0 0 0 0

11 Store 3 0 4 1 2 012 oi t Term Memory
1 0 0 0 0 013' Compute 5 1 15 3 3 114 C6imt

15
5 0 0 0 0 0Decide/Select 4 44 2 46 3 8 0
,

16 Plan a 14 2 19 4 .7 11 7 Test
18 Control

9 1 10 0 16 1

58 1 90 22 86 1019 Edit 28 0 7 1 87 1420 fkdaps/Lear n
1 0 4 0 0 0

21 D'IsPlay 20 5 10 0 0 022 Kulp) 3 0 . 3 0 8 023. Reset 3 0 3 0 11 0X NO RATING GIVEN 15 0 10 0 0 0

J013 TOTALS 250 13 250 A 250 30

.4 .

.."`"....,,,,,?....r.
O 0 0 0 24 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 6 0 J 0 8 020 00 2'0 00 00 10111 0 0 2 023 0 8 1 5 0
O -0 3 0 20 3 0 5 0 7

1 0 2 0 3
11::;1)

22 2 13 2 19 1

2 0 7 0 10 0O 0 13 1 6 0 8 1 2 0 6 0 5 0 16 2 19 . 4

O 0 0 0 .. 6- 0 7 0 3 4100 3 0 5 0 6 0 5 0

-)

25 0 1 11 2 .3 0 2 0 9 0 8 0 10 0 20 0 9 01 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 4 1 4 0 2 0 7 0 9 0O 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 8 0 2 0 2 01 0 0 0 1110 25 2 0 0 8 #2 16 1

r!`t. 0 4 .0

O 0 1 0 "---- 1 0 : 1 0 0 0 14 2 10 1 18 3 3- 00 0 1 0 1. 0 3 0 0 0 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 049 0 9 0 7 9. 32 4 1 0 8 1 9 1 10 1 29 412 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 7 0 12 2 13 2 4 ma32. 1 55 4 18 0 20 0 11,, 1 19 3 26 2 19 1 23., -.
16 0 14. -7' 8 0 5 0 9 0 16 - 2 20 2 18 2 20 1 ,3 0 8 2 87 12 21 3 14 2 - 8 1 7 0 11 1 1 2 1.48 0 55 0 22 0 39 3 160 - 34 36 3 12 1 16 2 9 033 0 57 0 16 0 48 2 11 0 19 1 13 3 6 0 15 V

1 0 0 0 2 0 10 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 4-- -7
.0 0 .6 1 4 0 0 0 1 '0 7 0 26 4 79 5 5 3O 0 1 0 4 0 2 0 2 0 12 2 0 0 2' 0 jl 04 0 0 . 0 0 0 2 0 11 1 4 0 5 0 0 0 . 0 91 0 4 0 , 8 *0 15 1 2 0 44 3 19 1 24 0 23 14,

250 1 250, 13 20 1 2 250 16 r--20 38 250 20 250 21 250 21 250 21

.

*g.P

D Data
P PtitOple

T Things

NO RATING GIVEN

JOtiTOT A IS

Baker -Printer Auto
, Body

Form_E: Olijects of Action N Tasks N Tasks N Tasks

52 10 30 4 534 4
20 4 2! 0 0 ,0

1713 36 193 40 186 46

0 0 2 0 0 0
.!

z

250 50 259 44 250 50

Carpentee Plumber Auto Dairy Miichiniit Nursery- Admin. PropertY RetailMoth. Farm. worker Asati Mgr. MerchantN Talcs N Tasks N Talks N Tasks N Tasks, N Tasks N Walks N' Tasks N TaSks

77 8 51 10 47 .5 35 5 50 1 50 11 159 34 129 27 145 310 0 10 3 0 0 66 13 ' 0- 0 42 8 4 70 13 44 9172 42 188 37 201 45 148 28 200 49 157 29 45'N8 42 10 8 9

1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 1. 0 21 2 0 .9 0 0

I

250 50 25,9 50 250 50 250 46 250 50 250 48 250 46 250 50 250 49

0
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REPORTS ON OCCUPATIONALLY TRANSFERABLE SKILLS

McK inlay, B. Characteristics of jobs that are considered common: Review of literature and re-
search (info. Series No. 102), 1976.

A review of various approaches for classifying or clustering jobs, and their 4seliv.(a) describing
1,16e elements of -commonality involved when people make career changes, and (b) understand-
-ing better the concepts of occupational adaptabilitY,and skill transfer.

A ItmanJ. W, Transferability of vocational sklll Review of literature and researrh (Info. Series
No. 103), 1976. :c

A reliiew of what is known about the transferability of occupational skills, describing the
procels br the facilitatdrsirf *ill transfer:

Sjogren, D. D. Occupationally transferable skills and characteristics:
research Mt). Series No. 1054101977.

A review of-what is known about the range of occupation-related
that could be considered transferable from one occupation to ano
transferable skills which are teachable in secogilary and postseco
programs

Review of literature and

ills and characteristics
er, describing those
ary career preparation

Ashley, W. L. Occupational information resources: A catalog Of data bases trd classification
schemes (Info. Series No. 104), 1977.

A quick and concise reference tothe content of 55 existing odcupational data bases and
24 job classification schemes: Abstracts of each data base and classification scheme include
such information as.: identificatIqn, investigotor, location, docunientation, access,,destgn
informatiob, subject variables, occupation vaiiables, and organization *ariables.

Mem, A. A, Transferable'skills: 1The employer's viewpoint (Info. Series No. 126), 1977.,

A report of the views expressed in nine Meetings acroSs the country by groups of loCal
community and business representatives concerning the types of transferablb skills required
and useful in their work settings and how a better understanding of transferable skills could
improve training and occupational adaptability.

Miguol, R. J. Developiag skills for occupatioval transfer bilitr Insights gained frimn selected
programs (Info. SeRes No. 125), 1977:

A'report of clues and suggestions gained in the review of 14/existing trainirig programs, with
recommendations ferf practice which appear to have been successful in recognizing skill trans-
fer and taking advantage of an individual% prior skills and experience.

Pratzner, F. C.-,Occupational adaptability and transferablnkills. (Info. Series No. 129); in press.

A summary'ieport of the .1976-77 project period, Presenting and discussing an array of issues.,
encountered in the various-project activities, And offering recommendations.
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